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CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT

A learning climate can be established

into functional educational practice

by the subtle guidance of a teacher

who promotes autonomy, freedom of

exploration, and pupil individuality.

/
Practice An genuine planning

and decision making gives

children a feeling chat they

are misted and encourages

them to be worthy of trust.

Freedom to experiment and explore,

rather than to be circumscrfted by

iexcessive authority appears to promote.'

creativity and help the child retain

the information at hand.

DEVELOPMENTAL

Developing basic skills is one of

the more important developmental

tasks of childhood and depends on

the psychological, physical,

emotional and intellectual growth

of each individual child.

0.



CURRICULUM

Thc 1 s ductronal program

shou:Id n cilrriculum sequ'encc

of developmentally nni edeuation

appr-ipriat experiences.

The curricuiom is most

asn:Hle when appraised

fro:,- the COF.M0A premise

o*: meetiAT, the develop-

7:v2W:A nee, of children.

SKILLS

it to understand that

there i a most 4,propriate

to learn a which

individual tu cu; '1d.1

Developmentaj ,sks, Jike

basic needs, .:d to focus

on social guy, , peer

adjustment, phy:;ical gkills,

and intellectual abilities.
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LEVEL ii

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
HEIGHT AND WEIGHT GAINS ARE MODERATE AND

STEADY. * The eruption of permanent teeth and
the enlargement of the lower'face charge the
proportion of the face a5,,make it appear less

top heavy. The nose cartilage hardens and the
nose becomes larger. * THE TRUNK BECOMES SUM-
MER AND MORE ELONGATED. * Arms and legs became'
long and spindly witil little evidence.of mus-
culature, and "all-arms-and-legs" or gawky
appearance. * THE HEART AND LUNGS ARE SW111
IN PROPORTION TO BODY WEIGHT, CAUSING EARLY
FATIGUE IN STRENUOUS ACTIVITY. HOWEVER, VERY

RAPID RECOVERY FROM ACUTE FATIGUE WILL TAKE
PLACE AFTER SHORT REST PERIODS.

MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS
* EYE-HAND COORDINATION NOT FULLY DEVELOPED.
l4tK PRECISE FOCUS (TENDENCY TO FAR-SIGHTED-
NESS) AND SPATIAL JUDGEMENT. * There is an
increase in the incidence of fractures which
is due to the peculiar accident prone .char-

acteristic of this group.'* REACTION TIME
SLOW, BUT SHOWS A PERSISTENT INCREASE THROUGH-

OUT THIS AGE RANGE.

SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS
* A PERIOD OF SELF-DISCOVERY, IN WHICH THE

CHILD FINDS OUT ABOUT
HIMSELF/HERSELF IN THE

COURSE OF ENGAGINr TN ACTIVITIES AND RELAT-

ING TO 0.111F
Family is still the

main base of secur_ty and identity and is

still -acre important than the peer group. As

the c tiJ grows older though, the peer group

becomeS a dominant influence. * BEGIN TO

PLACE MORE EMPHASIS ON THE ABSTRACT REINFORCE-

MENT OF HAVING CORRECT INFORMATION AND LESS

EMPHASIS ON THE SOCIAL REWARDS OF PRAISE AND

ATTENTION. * Little concern for opposite sex,

with gradual trend towards antagonism.

4



MIDDLE CHILDHOOD

COGNITIVE CHARACTERISTICS

EXTREMELY CREATIVE - FIND PRIDE AND
PLEASURE IN NEW COGNITIVE SKILLS.
Gradual and sustained increase in

attention span. * RELY LESS ON PER-
CEIVED APPEARANCES AND MORE ON THE

RESULTS OF INTERNALLY PERFORMED
MENTAL OPERATIONS. * Begin ,to intern-

alizu more dialogue. * LIKES TO MAKE

COLLECTIONS - STAMPS, COINS, ROCKS,

ETC. * Quantitive approach to 'problems

- seriation, and classification grad-
ually develop. * AN EXCELLENT TIME
FOR LEARNING CONSERVATION CONCEPTS
SUCH AS MASS, WEIGHT, .VOLUME, LENGTH,

AND AREA. * Sensitive to the important-

difference between things as they seem

and things as they really are.

7,

EMOTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS.
PERIOD .

MilVE EMOTIONAL CALM.

* I.Tidividualit=Jic as well as showing
:2ed for seer and adult approval.

* KEEN ELL.,IRE TO REPEAT ACTIVITIES

THEY KNOW AND PERFORM WELL. * EaSily
excited, sensitive to criticism, and

strongly in need of approval and close

supervision. * EXPERIENCING A DESIRE

TO GROW UP AND A DESIRE TO REMAIN A

CHILD FOREVER. * Usually fears fail-

ure at school and rejection by his/

her peers. * LIVES IN THE HERE AND

Nov. * Optimism is seldom daunted.
* PECIL 10 IDEALIZE AND EMULATE,
ENTERTAINERS, POLITICIANS, SCIENTIST,

AND ATHLETES, ETC.

7



LEVEL II MIDDLE

Learns by participation and
selfactivation.

Works best in spurts
do not show the persistence
they will later.

Is prone to reverse letters
,,,,hen printing them.

Assertive, sometimes bossy,
and sensitive to real or
imagined slights.

Strain of growing up and
being n school child sometimes
lead's to periods of regression.

Likes to bring home
evidence of schoOlwork.

Begins to play games
with rules.

Plays table;-:Imes with cards,

domir ,, and puzzle.

Collects.odds and erd.

Painrs, colors, draws, model;

wit clay, cuts and pastes.

Prints letters to spell
real words.

6



CHILDHOOD AGE SIX

l-C cf academic
acl:i:en:s is bi1i1v valued.

Is basically slfcantered
at this ac.

nnd imitates
latest dances.

Pr,_.fers t

dii

ii- Is friend,
Of pairs

ch:tn4c MZIAV times.

Boys and play to4ether,

but move: eat feT:drd

friends has already begun.

:11)rt't: tt_' .'

PI lys oral spellin;T, and'

:1111:1ht'r

Does stunts on trapeze, rope,
tricycle.

Tosses, bflunces, and
throws ball.

Does simple carpentry.

7



LEVEL II MIDE)LE

Towards the end of the seventh Year the
child begins to assimilate the wealth of

new experiences to which they have been

exposed.

The digestive work is being done
acquired skills are refined.

The reasoning abilities are used ,to_sift

and :;rt information into categories.

Activities have shifted and they
now take place more in the mind
than within the space of action.

Attaining. orientation in time as well
as in space.

Beginning to manifest an almost
scientific interest in causes

and conditions.

Rending errors are less frequent;
. reading is more fluent and rapid.

Co into lengt/hen.ing periods of
'calmness and self.observation.

Develops an intense interest in a few

selected activities funny books,

insects, etc.

Plays with magic and tricks.

Collects and swaps items.

Shows strong interest in swimming.

Plays simple ball games.

Enjoys hopscotch, jump rope,
rcler skating, ball bouncing.



CI IILDHOOD AGE SEVEN

.:n-:-eased sense oi
ilty to. rc2:1(2t.

:,

t c failure
and criticism.

dued can

helpful
and c0nsi,f., foArds adults.

N o t school
c21,, to show family.

of the con;ije:.: in

o ,h

nu: of how to do

ver:thin and to 4rasp the

rolc. of t ii. tej,her an a guide and
lor learning.

, Ireful and pernt wok

lik. know whore to ond, far

711 .z,tie!1.T14.01111111191,127?".-111miP7X"r"-57'1",.7271"%T:.:17g71r7V1:1-^

hahits
to go in

:44:21kitsbU.i..

with paper doll-;

diHI-11:, 'rain, ow 1 office

!t11 Akor:It fter,iphernalia.

and tree

.

and farts, et( .

Itas ,00d fiwo :iii, friends, but

enlos: 4litary activities,

e.g. T.V., reading, and
writing.
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LEVEL 11

There is a new vein of active

cbriosity.

MIDDLE

Beginning to see conclusions, contests,
and implications, there before he/she

saw in part.

Has-an interest in e-Irlitr tines -

Knights, Pilgrims, etc.
Beginning to see self more clearly as
a person among persons; acting, par-

, ticipating, and enjoying.

adopts an appraising attitude in
defense.- becomes the aggressor
rather than the aggressed.

Has more self-confidence - identifies

with adults and has greater self-'

) awareness.
Not as helpful around the house -
wants to do more mat jobs.

,DiFcovering that parents are not

pe. :r and can make mistakes."

ftgins to seek new experiences -
mood and style are active and

expansive
Interactions with adults are more,

productive.

=
Differentiates,work froM play.

Plays elaborate table games.

Collects "'gadgets" and any

number of things.

Becomes interested in secret clubs.

Engages in dramatic play, giving .

shows.

Begins to separate from opposite

sex during play.

Prefers companionship (adult or

child).

10
Enjoys unorganized group play.
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CHILDHOOD 4101* AGE EIGHT

More attentive and responsive to

adult communication.
There is a noticeable separation between

sexes.

Attitude towards members of opposite

sex is a combination of attraction

and hostility.
Beginning to show interest in children

from foreign lands and delights in

learning that they do similar things.

Seeing and being with friends is

now pne of the dominant motivesqn

going to school.
Friendships tend to be closer and more .

exacting.

Gossip more among themselves and

begin sending notes to one another.

'Constantly evaluates and criticizes own.

schobl work.

Interested in taking-school work

things .home.
Works independently, but needs to

have directions read and reread.

Seeks to discover self through

truly dramatic play.

Shows beginning interest in group

games such 'as baseball.

Shows seasonal sports interest.

Likes to Challenge himself/herself.

Wants money to buy things and likes to

Margain and barter.-

Usually friendly and cooperative.

Likes to meet new,people and go places.

13
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LEVEL III

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
* HEIGHT AND WEIGHT INCREASE SLOWLY AND EVENtY; AN ACCELERATED

GROWTH PERIOD i.JST PROCEEDING PUBERTY. * The trunk becomes

slimmer and more elongated. * GIRLS ON THE AVERAGE, ARE TWO

YEARS AHEAD OF BOYS IN PHYSIOLOGICAL`' MATURATION. * The growth

process becomes quite peculiar to each child's time and growth

cycle. * THE APPEARANCE OF SECONDARY SEX CHARACTERISTICS BY

NINE OR TEN YEARS OF AGE IS NOT UNCOMMON. * Muscle strength

continues to increase. * HEART AND LUNGS ARE IN SIZE AND

CAPACITY PROPORTIONATE
TO HEIGHT AND WEIGHT GAINS. * Longer

periods of endurance are possible. * FLEXIBILITY DECREASES

WITH BOYS SHOWING GREATER LOSSES THAN GIRLS. * Perceptible

increase in resistance to disease.

MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS
* PERCEPTIBLE INCREASE IN

STRENGTH AND MANUAL DEXTERITY,

-* Keenly interested' in vigorous competive sports.

COORDINATION AND REACTION TIME CONTINUE TO IMPROVE.

SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

* A DEFINITE PUSH TOWARD IDENTIFICATION WITH AND SUCCESS IN

THE PEER GROUP. * Show a strong concern about their peers.

* EASILY EXCITABLE, DEMANDING, ENTHUSIASTIC, AND CONSTANTLY

SEEKING PEER LOYALTY AND INDEPENDENCE. * Social acceptance

is more peer7centered than adultcentered. * CONTINUED

ANTAGONISM FOR THE OPPOSITE SEX, BUT LIKE INTERESTS ARE DEVEL

OPING. * Amount of time spent with family decreases and time

spent in the community and with one's peers increases.

12



LATER CHILDHOOD

COGNITIVE CHARACTERISTICS

* MARKED INCREASE TN.LENGTH OF ATTENTION SPAN. General

increase in intellectual curiosity. * PROGRESSING TOWARD

A DISTINCTION BETWEEN
HIMSELF/HERSELF AND THE OUTER WORLD

AND BETWEEN FANTASY AND THE UNDERSTANDING OF NATURAL LAWS.

The .simple explanation of "because" is replaced by logical.

reasoning. AN INCREASE IN THE USE OF READING. SKILLS -

SPONTANEOUS READING IS AT A HIGH LEVEL. * Likes to make

collections - stamps, coins, insects, etc. AMOUNT, WEIGHT,

AND VOLUME ARE CONSERVED DESPITE CHANGES TN SHAPE. Number

and duration are conserved despite changes in distance or

arrangement in space. * OBJECTS MAY CONVENIENTLY BE CLASSIFIED

IN GROUPS. * Objects may be serially arranged by length or

%;eight.

il

EMOTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

A TRANSITION PERIOD FROM CHILDHOOD TO EARLY ADOLESCENCE.

Experiencing a desire to grow up and a desire to remain

a child forever. * DISCOVERING THEIR PARENTS ARE NOT AS

ALL-KNOWING AND ALL-POWERFUL AS THEY HAD THOUGHT. * Have

a great deal of confidence in adults. * HERO WORSHIP,

PARTICULARLY ATHLETES, ENTERTAINERS,POLITICIANS, SCIENTISTS,

ETC. IS THE RULE RATHER THAN THE EXCEPTION, * Fears failure

at school and rejection by his/her peers.' * INCREASED CON-

TROL OF EMOTIONS IN INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP SITUATIONS. * Has

periods of self - doubt and dependence. * AT'TIMES RELATIVELY

NONCOMMUNICATIVE WITH ADULTS. °

13



LEVEL III LATER

More a youth than a child.

More able to analyze movements both before and

during an action.
ti D

Is open to-instruction and is

factual and forthright. .

Becomes deeply involved in particular activities

of own choosing stamp collecting, building a

model, etc.

Academic achievement is of

considerable importance.

The mechanics of reading and math have been

mastered, and those skills can now be used for

gaining information, for solving problems, and '

for games and recreation.

Selfmotivation is characteristic.

Friendships and
companionships of the peer group

become a powerful motivating force for liking

school and for good school attendance.

Judgemental tendencies are continued,

but with greater objectivity and dis

cernment.
Shows an impressive sense of fairness (for age) and

even reasonableness in estimates and expectations.

Developing a sense of individual

status.

Can accept own failures and mistakes'with greater

fairness and is better able to accept blame and

responsibility for own actions.

Each sex expreSses a certain contempt

for the other.

14



CHILDHOQD4mvb AGE NINE

May show more interest in friends
than family.

Less emotionally attached to teacher, so materials

and information are more attractive.

Accepts parental mistakes and
ignorance as a matter of course.

Need less bribing and bargaining to do a,simple

chore - will accept them 'as his/her responsibility

and contribbtion to family.

Close friendships are continued
and strengthened.

Skills learned in school are at least being put

to practical use outside the classroom, which
.enhances their value and significance and furthers

the child's interest in learning.

SEDVC-7415*.

SrAll shows outbursts of emotion and
.;:r1Lience, but the outbursts are

frequent and are under greater
salt-control.

A new self-confidence has derived from having self
under control and being better able to resist ex-
ternal pressures.

New tendency to organize and budget
time which gives a new sense of

sel'.7-importance.

Heightened self-confidence leads to self-derogatory
remarks - a sign of emotional security and self-

assurance.

i7 15



LEVEL ill

By and large likes school and is
a responsible student.

LATER

Accepts assignments and gets them done without getting
sidetracked and without having to rush to get them done

in time.

Likes teacher and accepts his/her
authority and knowledge.

More interested in learning facts and memorizing names

than in finding causes and explanations.

Enjoys reading mystery and
adventure stories.

Is at peace with self and his/her world has mastered

the trials 'and tribulations of childhood ;Ind adolescen^

is still far away.

Prefers to soak up information
rather than to integrate or

digest it.

Remarkably stable fears and anxieties are at an all

time low relations with parents, teachers, and peers

are at an alltime high.

Generally, growing up is a

romantic idea idealizes
parents and famous people.

Shdw much less interest in selfevaluation and seem to

accept self-as is has a general feeling of wellbeing.

16



CHILDHOOD

Individuality is now well defined
and insights are much more mature.

AGE TEN

Is self- accepting - likes his/her body, looks,

abilities (physical and academic).

USually relaxed and casual, yet

alert.

Capable of loyalties and hero worship - can inspire

it in teammates.

Not,much.companionship between
the sexes.

.Really likes own family - enjoys family outings and

trips.

Likes alid enjoys friends.

Very enthusiastic about organized group activities

such as Scouts, Little League, etc.

Will usually goout of way
to be helpful.

.Form little groups of their own and may have.secret

meeting places, codes, passwords, etc.

19 17



LEVEL III LATER

Entering a new phase of growth and

renewed conflicts.

Appetite for knowledge about people and the world has

increased.

Beginning to make their own choice

about career, etc. - often dream

of being famous.

Many continue to like school, out many others now find

that school has become 'a problem.

:Interested in the other sex or

soon will be.

Very specific in what they do and do not want tO learn.

Growth pressures reassert theffiselves

and an accelerated pace of growth

can be seen and felt.

Defies adult authority - quarrels, argues; subject to

outbursts of rage and moodiness.

May be loud, boorish, and rude, perhaps

because of. his/her tremendous energy"

and activity.

18
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CHILDHOOD Asit AGE ELEVEN t

Cannot tolerate indifference and
needs to be noticed.

An especially sensitive period because of an impending

change in status which bringsThoth hope new iet,

and fears.

AppeVite seems to have increased

several fold.

Engages in fantasies about the future - future professions,

marriage, etc. 4

Independence from parental influence

begins.

Now challenges parental authority - e.g. child - rearing

practices, etc.

'It is nowodifficult to sit still and

finish work at a single setting -
espeCially without disturbing others.

Reasoning and problem solving materials are difficult and

le/she prefers materials that can be learned easily and-

ca- be used competitively (spelling, multiplication, etc.).

Activity level shows a marked creqse

and he/she has trouble keeping still.

19.



SCIENCE

*
LEVEL I

EARLY CHILDHOOD
LOCATED IN BES
CURRICU LUM

LEVEL II
MIDDLE CHILDHOOD

AGES 6,7,8

LEVEL III
LATER CHILDHOOD

AGES 9, 10, 11

BASIC

EDUCATIONAL

SKILLS

S.C.C.A.A.
U.S.D. #501

TOPEKA, KS.
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CLASSROOM
unommum

LEVEL If

To make a science area more an
active part of the classroom --
erhaps try a science cave, a

science booth, a science theatre,

etc. But, above all make :hire

change continually occurs With
science material displayed. Make

sure children have ample oppor-

tuniti to actually use these

materials,

Encourage CHTLDREN to TAKE an ACTIVE

PART in science in your classroom. ,

Enthusiastically receive and display

the items brought by the students

ruc:ks, plantS, insects, seeds,

inventions, etc.

Create an outdoor science area

as much as your local circum-

stances will allow, such as:

gardening space, bird feeders,
solar activity, fossil collecting,

plant identifying, physics con-
cepts en large motor equipment, etc.

Take science field trips: green-

house, museum, industries, labora-

tories, nature walk, walks to see

typewriters, computers, ttme'clock,

fuse boxes, water meters, furnace

rooms, etc. .

Consider taking your children on a,

cRAUL trip. Discover a whole new

world!

After'experiencing any activities,

like the ones suggested 'above,

follow-Up with a form of record

keeping and data recording such

as experience charts, reports, etc.

2



ACTIVITIES

AND LEVEL III

Promote and practice conser-
vation through the conserva-
-tipn of paper. energy, water,
food, soil and other resources.
Take part in local recyclinv,

programs.

leach a reverence for natural
decomposers (recyclers)
molds, bacteria, fungi, mush-

rooms and some plants.

Play an identifying game which

consists of blindfolding a
who is sitting in the

center of a circle; and then

place a science-related object

.'near him/her to feel, describe

and identify. After naming and

describing the function of the

object, that child selects the

next player to be "it".

Use a tea strainer with a
filter paper fitted inside
to isolate solid natter
from liquid (e.g..fis:1
melting snow, mud puddle,
pond water, etc.).

Have each child develop and
demonstrate a science project'
that he /she has thought of
e.g. collecting and demon-
strating a collection of some
sort; sV6wing the three
states of mutter
liquid, gas;,changing some
type of matter physically'
and chemically; demonstra-
ting how air can produce a
force, etc.

24 3



* METRIC AND SCIENCE

LEVEL

Since the metriA. nearly

,Iniversall me:side the United StaLes,

v, need to keep up witTh pro-Jess in

orCis 0 compute in ksi.11- :I

and trade.

'the meric sv:;tem is easier than our et's-,

tomary sst_em. It is more logical and
systematicalL Hised on repeated units
rathi5r than on illo);ical and unrelated

bodily proportions

Since the metric sytem is ba-rd on

ten; as Ift our monemi v system, it

is less cumbersome, accurate to use

and easily,,used with decimals.

Netric measarementshave been used for

quite sometime in ,Science and applied

science fields such as: medicine, phar-

macv, optics, etc.

:'!ETRIC IS THE UNIVERSAL. EASURPIET q'STEil OF ALL

SCIENCE IN 11

. a

It is imperat'ive to preserve .:1

inbotf, sense of wonder. Ue as adult

have responsibility to share and dis-'

cover the excitement and, myste'. >' of the

world with each child we encounter.
is a.fundamental reason to teoch science

to children.
The scientific method insures an accurate

process for seeking knowledge and needs to

he applied at all levels.

Science contributes to the intellectual

develbpment of children through investi-

gating, discovering., identifying, exper-

imenting, defining, comparing, inferring,

classifying, recording and communicating..
Introduce and us.e appropriate scientific

vocabulary at- all levels, e.g. taxonomy,
viscosity, refraction, etc.

4



INFORMATION

AND LEVEL III

Concepts 01 cieJ:;nre, t any of.!,:t 1Hli kind- o units

-prior to t ho, int rodut ion ot .zed units.

Tni:roduciug .the Celsius rherr..omt!t, ich could ini-

tially .he ,color-coded into tem.,)eratre ranges (such as
."cotd", "yarn" and "holl rather than specific degrees.

Units wilich arc relatd to (Inc another should be
introduc,.:d and talOit in relation to one another.

lntroduc.;m;,the ceutimeCer, meter and kilometer
also in terms of "more than", "less than" and serial
orderijw or objects.

Int roduc lug the r l 11 i c rant, 11-ara and lc 1. icigram in
upper,prir.!ar, grades.

Introducing the conti:iter, ::iter and

kiloliter in upper primary
The following topicsyshould and

applied: that wa:,.i,ducd in the primary
grakly:: ,.dionld be reinfort.ed exp:ioded.)

hitery of the netci
Ht,eirci1 notaILLon.

Celsius temperature.
.To ftirther'seriationconci_pt. dc!velopmel'it over time,

do more in-depth; hands-on e:,:primenLation with:
(A) qtentimeter, meter, (3). rdlligram,

gram, kilogram: (C) ecn0.14t,,r, liter,

kiloliter.,.

-0'

Z
.

Ld

Scienee should he one of r krprimareans '62

!
for fagilitatin thinking and learning.

According t:d Oiaget, Hit!: skills of inferring, pre-
dicting, and hypothesiling are tar .more. app rdpri- 'co)

ate for cOncretoperational .diildren:(778 yr. to Z-

11-12 Yr.) and formal-operatiohnl children (11-15 2
vt. and on) and :-r,o-lc(;nt5> than r0,7 proopera-,".

tiona] children (18 mo.!'-'7-.c.1,yr.). These younger DU.

children ne:2d many direct e!.:periences with_ob'jects

and phenomena as it bas.Ls i or concept format ion.

Observing is one of-. the
; C)
most bas]Lc.of all C)

science. skills --- it involves the careful

use of the senses to estai,Th data.
1.1.1

Expe -ling is a s'.<111 wnich incorporates log- - U Ld

lea.] operations through 'thinking and carrying out
a sequence of ac,ivities designed to acquire new

0 inF-.armation.
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BASIC CONCEPTS

To enhance individual curiosity,

self- confidence and persistence

in the study of science.

To use the five senses to describe and

sort living and non-living things,

identify change, and evaluate like-

, CZlnesses and differences.

To understand that inferring,

predicting and hypothesizing are

means.for seeking explanations or

causes for identifying relations,

interactions and patterns.

To organize lengths and collections of

objects in serial order a..g, from most

to least or longest to, shortest.

(Limit these to 5-7 discrete items.)

To determine the approximate
distance, size and location'
of simple objects in space.

To identify common organisms in own

rea, their cycles and their relations,

to the environment.

To recognize how the size and

shape of an object determines

whether it will fit into a

certain space.

To introduce very simple inferring

and predicting; based on specific

data.

To demonstrate how a limited

space of related events usually

occur in logical sequence.

To recognize there is usually a

predictable order to how living

and honlivihg things grow and

change

2/



GRADE ONE

To recognize that time can be
measured by counting the events
that happen during a given amount
of tine (day, month).

1, id era- ifyyhaangeq causedby-the
passage of time.

To ident.ify the-natural require-
ments of living things for survival,
growth, birth, death, etc.

To prig.perly use th basic equip -

men t involved with scientific
investigation and e perimental'ion.

To demonstrate care And safety
in the use of science equipment.

To identify circumst;:uees with
which objects are moved by W
pushes and mills (forces). Z

C)

To elassiiv objects according LCSj

their connon characteristics.
QJ

To identify the basic propertie
o'f liquid and air and he we

utilize these propertie:,

To identify temperature as a
measure of hotness and coldness.

To observe and describe an object's

size and position.

25 7



BASIC CONCEPTS

To question, wonder, observe,

compare, make guesses, test

ideas anc formulate some
tentatLve conclusions.

To demonstrate the scientific pro-
cesses of observation, classification,
measurement, data collection, organi-
zation and space time relations.

To construct a basic under-
standing of live cycles.

To demonstrate the basic character-
istics of our measurement system,
(metric, time, calendar).

To construct metric measurements
of length, volume and mass in teraA

of "more than" and "less than".

To identify the color-codes

Celsius_and.Farenheit
thermometers in terms of

"cold", "warm" and "hot".

To identify the need for

proper energy and environ7

mental conservation.

8

To distinguish spatial (space), and

temporal (time) relationships.

To distinguish the cycles of plants

and animals in relation to the

seasons of the year.

23



GRADE TWO *
C_MESifV S070 Of the basi

pror.erties of energy and

-2-e use energy resource-.

To know the various ways plants

- nod animals reproduce.

Fo rec. Igni::e the basic states

of matter ---1lid, liquid,

identify that 211 matter
needs enery to be moved or
changed.

J.

lo distinqui(;11 that matter is

made un of very snail

To recognize that matter

can hechnngedphysically-
and chemically.

To identify that the ultimate
source of the earth's energy
is the sun.

To use quantiative' terms
to describe 11-1d sort,

objects accoring to their
pronerties.

9



BASIC CONCEPTS

To summarize observations,
reactions and conclusions
of scientific,investigation
orally and/or in writing.

To sequentially summarize
-observations, reactions
and conclusions either
orally or written.

To demonstrate the controlling of
variables related to scientific
ohservLtion and eTperinentation.

To construct an in depth study of
classifying on the basis of sim
ilar as well as dissimilar prop
erties.

To use increasing precision
when measuring volume, length
and mass.

To identify the three basic

standards of measurement of

distance, mass and-time.

To grasp thr basic variables
involved with different popula
tions:

To understand metric units as the

worldwide standard for scientific

measurement.

To realizd motion is inter

preted and measured in terms

of both distance and time.

10



GRADE THREE

recn4n1::e t at ti7. is '..1sed

or counting regular e,:ents in

seconds, ninutes and

hours.

identify that shadows can he
to measure tHe.

ac the rw,,ation of

the eartL in relation to the
of the sun and the

noon.

tiet 7 :in air or air

1;ncicr pre:;sui', exert a

io re;i1Lzu heat herg7 can

e_rind or contract masses
of air.

're comprehend that heal_ ent;.rgy

causes most objects to expand

when warmed and contract. when__

(, rccognize that some materials

are good, and some are poor,
conductors of heat.

":*() understand that plants and
animats exist in communities

and each i:-, dependent upon

., other livihp, and nonliving

p objects in its own environment
for survival

32 11



BASIC CONCEPTS

To introduce inferring and making

predictions based on graphic data.

-

To formulate concepts of science from

observations, experiments and facts.

To introduce the integrated processes

of contrling variables, collecting

and interpreting data and formulating

hypotheses.

To 'recognize the basic factors relating

to environments.

To understand that stars appear to

move across our sky because the earth

is rotating.

To understand, that stars give off light

and that the earth, other planets and

moons appear to shine because they

reflect light.

To understand the processes whereby

all food basically comes from plants.

To comprehend the cycles of water

rain, evaporation, streams, lakes,

ground water wells.

To realize the importance to control

water pollution, soil erosion and

flooding.

To recognize, the various ways that

heat can he produced, transferred,

reflected or focuSed.

,12

To appreciate that as fossil fuels

dWindle and pollution from then

increases, alternative energy sources

will be needed.

33



GRADE FOUR

Pc identify how friction is created,
.lat reduces friction, the.advantages

)f friction and that matter in all
states causes friction.

To realize that electricity must travel

in a circuit to be useful, and that it
flows through some materials more'read-

ily than others.

Fa comprehend what is sound, that

sound can travel through liquids,
solids, gases and-what causes
changes in sounds.

To realize the role of food in provid-

ing energy to all living things.

To realize that the universe is made

up of nary, many stars, and most are
observable only with powerful instru-

ments.

To realize the cycle of interaction
that occurs as a plant dies and k tiler
living things utilize their decayed

chemicals.

0
u.

CZ

<

To describe what is a cell, its LA:

function,
og

function, and its relation to Cr

complex, 2arger units. c)
D I3:-

La.
un
Lu.

To promote the importance of proper 8
CZ
<

functioning of the human body, and < CC

how this is achieved.
Cr
Q7 .

un
i-

To become faMiliar with -the complex P

tin

-. ci.
u.J7

digestiVe, respiratory and circula- u.
ck.

, LJ
L.)-

C)tion systems that keep our bodies 2!
7

.

functioning. C) kJ
L.) LJ

To recognize the interaction of land
(..) v7
un <

and water, water evaporation, water < QC

runoff, groundwater, water-pollution,
CO

soil erosion and flooding.
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BASIC CONCEPTS

To identify and demonstrate scien-

tific processes of rational thinking,

inference and prediction.

To assimiliate experimental data,

write statements and chart data

about patterns observed.

To develop greater competency
controlling variables, collecting.

and interpreting data and formu-

____lating hypotheses.

To differentiate betl,een condi-

tions that hold variables con-
stant and those that do not.

To compare mean, median and made

to analyze data and distinguish

between observations that do or-

do not support &hypothesis.

To conduct and evaluate a logical

experiment when given a scientific

problem.

To make predictions formulated
and based on past inferences
and .then revised upon new data.

.
.

To appreciate an interrelationship

and. interdependence between all

living things and their environment.

14



GRADE FIVE

To comprehend the basic prin-
ciples about the moon and the
earth, their rotation, and how
they effect one another.

To recognize how rock layers
have been and still are moved

-by-the earihrs-forces.

To accept the basic principles
about air, atmosphere and
weather.

0

To understand the basic princi-
ples of magnetic force and its
uses.

To understand how fossils are
formed.

To comprehend the basic prin-
ciples related to light.

To recognize there is an
orderly system for classi-
fying plants and animals and
this communicates the rela-
tionships between organisms.

To 'study the basic principles
about the elements and compounds,
atoms and molecules.

30
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BASIC .CONCEPTS

e continue to develop independent

erforming of hypothetical deduc-

ive reasoning, controlled experi-

Lentation, deliberate speculation

ma eocurate distinguishing of

-ealitv from possibility.

To competently use complex equipment

involved with Scientific investiga-

tion and experimentation.

To formulate concepts of science

through utilization of-observe-

tions, experiments, facts,

theories and laws,

To demonstrate and record precise

metric measurement related to

volume, length, and mass.

To identify, record and use

information concerning Celsius

and Forenheit temperatures.

C'

To organize and record observations

over a specific period of time and

then construct related predictions

and hypotheses.

To understand stated theories And-

interpret the related information.

-

To realize we have measured dis7

tam:es from earth to the sun and

other planets.

16 37



GRADE SIX

To understand the effect of the
earth's rotation on the position
the sun is from the earth, and
realize ,::hat changes this causes.

To understand the continual changes
caused by the earth's natural forces
and how this affects the earth's
geologic history.

To understand the basic principles

of light and realize what can be

--done-withit.-

To demonstrate the basic principles
of electricity, electrical fields,

electrical charges and electrical

currents.

To appreciate that life can
reproduce itself and that some
characteristics are inherited.

2!

To understand survival mechanisms
C

that occur in living things. 1;t1

To recognize changes of the envi W G
ronment can be affected by how C
humans use and recycle their envi

.tr
0.1"

ronment. C7
C)

To' summarize basic factors ai--.
c6
i--

relating to ecosystems.
k..)

61.1
1(..jj

.
2!

2!

C)
C)

To Vildependently plan, conduct and LI
t..)

evaluate experiments. k..)
k..)

Q< .t(

To comprehend how machines use
ca 22

forces and how we use machines. 1

38 17



BAS C FACTS

Classifying objects according to color, --f"ze,

14.1

1-- shape, texture, mass, living, nonliving, etc.
.-- Stc..:ying the needs of animals (food, water, space to find

2 food, rest exercise, etc.).
St..u,'yi:;z4 the =-ious ways people use animals

for ford, cl.oring, work and pleasure.
Make observations about how plants need soil', water, light

and space to live, how plants grow in water and in soil,

and how people use plants for food, cloth and pleasure.

Demonstrating how liquids flow and take the

shape of their container.
Identifying air as a substance and discovering properties

of air.
identifying and classifying trees.

Discovering the different states of water (liquid, gas

and solid) and what causes these changes to occur.

/ Making simple classifications of animals on

I various basis.

I

foodStudying organisms cycle of birth, death, habitat,

web, food chain, decay, growth.

Learning the basics about molds and green

plants.
Learning that nearly all living things are interdepeh

dent and have an effect upon one another; that most

organisms eventually become food for other living things.

; L1J Measuring the passtng Of time by counting

regular events such as days and nights,

weeks, months and years.'
.

Observing a sequence of events and contem

plating its duration.

Predicting the order ih which living and

nonliving things change.

Using examples of every day experiences to
compareand_establish how long events take

to occur. I

Recogni?inF; salient features of seasons

and sea,-inal change.

18
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GRADE ONE

Zorkn4 );Jjeets to teach the
large,

ner, short, long, tall,

stralt, curve,.:, etc.

Min ing our the size and shape of
ohjects determine whether they will
it into a certain space.

%

7anv plants and
use ,he st,J as their home.

Finding out that soil contains many
of the food and chemical plants that
animals-heed to live and grow.

,Irectic:, and

miy:e7.ent.

COMp

:lensurir ^ various 1.ngths (metric).

three-dimensi-11 shapes.

Experiencing a baste introduction to
charting as a recording technique.

Demonstratin and experiencing now
forces such as pushes and pulls are

needed to r' iv ohject:i.

Identifying changes in temperature.

Ob5-;erving variety of friction,

situations.

Observing changes in weather._

Observing how springs, levers, engines7--

magnets and electricityhelp move things.

identifying color phenomena with
refraction experiments, prisms,
rainbows, etc.

,40





BASIC FACTS

Ld Studying life cycles through growth, develop--

anent, degeneration, generations, metamorphosis,

< termination.
O.

Discovering the quantities and kinds of seeds

-plants produce.

Discovering that everything we feel with our

.3enses is matter.
Experimenting with the state of -matter oolid,

liquid, gas.

Studying how matter is made up of very small

?articles.
Discovering that matter needs energy to be

moved.

Experimenting to see how matter can be

.changed in two basic ways physically'

and chemically.
Observing and.describing animal responses.

Identifying and observing a plant part

.as it grows.
Experimenting with fermentation, plant nutri-

''tion and plant light, fungi, etc.

Identifying and classifying.nuts,,leaves,

seashells, etc.
Observing elements and relationships in an

ecosystem such as a-terrarium or acquarium.

StUdying how animals and plants. prepare

4:. for the seasonal change and how this

r- relates to their survival (migrating,

hibernation, animal life cycles, plant

'growth cycles).

Studying the passing of time by repetition

of a regular event (dripping water, clock,

suns position, moon's position).

Studying pfecise measurement. of time

with a clock and discovering how time-

pieces require energy to operate.

Observing life cycles.

Understanding week, month, year and

the recording of this time on the

calendar.

,20
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GRADE TWO

Experimenting and measuring with the

basic units of the metric system.

Experimenting with lines, curves and
various surfaces.

Evaluating the ways to ur;e resources
and taking care of the environment

(disposing of litter properly, recy
cling bottles and papers, effiCiently

using natural resources).

Discovering and experiencing symmetry.

Classifying and sorting various mixtures.-

Using graphs,

Demonstrating how energy must be
expanded in order to move objects

.
or stop their momentum.

0
>- it
C)

A...

. Ildz -41.:

LIJ <
t Lit

2.:

Studying the need and use of various C)

fossil fuels, kinds of combustion,
Cp..

V)
insulation, food for energy, etc.

17
.

-1.0 %

1.1.1 0
.., .

Creating and observing solids,
G) .ec( Md
CC L7.7

Communicating the ultimate source of co)

most of the earth's energy is the sun. r2 ...

L..)

(...)

Experimenting with temperatures < L.trL.

and thermometers.

li qui d s. and gases..

Li

Observing, creating, measuring gases. co) et .

< c0

Learning that gravity is an attrac
co

tive force between earth and any

object.

42 21



BASIC FACTS

CC Studying how plants and animals
exist in communiLles and depend
upon other living and nonliving

matter for survival

Interpreting how humans interact and
effect the environment in relation
to other ormlnisms.-

Classifying various matter according

.

to its common characteristics.

LiJ Counting time by basing it on
natural or 'limnmade' events.

"Using shadows to measure time
(using the sun as the, light

source).

Learning the moon has phases
because we see varying amounts

of its sunlit side.

22

Identifying and Studying various popu
lation variables such as food ,chain,
food web, plant eater, animal eater,
plantanimal eater, predatorprey.

Measuring time in standard units 7
seconds, minutes, hours.

Learning the sun is the chief source
of light and energy for earth and that

it seems to Move because the earth

rotates.

Charting seasonal change in terms of

'time.

43



GRADE THREE

Experimenting with three basic
standards of measurement
distance, mass and time.

Making approximations of scale
drawings.

Experimenting with motion, as
Mot-ion is interpreted and mea
sured in terms of lidth distance

and time.

Od

Seeing'how air under pressure and
masses of air can exert a force. uZi

Finding out that heat energy can 111

.

expand masses of air and cold. air 3:

can contract it.

Discovering:that temperatures me a

sure relative hotness and coldness.

.

Identifying which .materials are Lel

good and poor conductors of heat. L)
<C

Experimenting with magnetism and
pbserving relative strength of these
forces'under varfous conditions.

tn

Understanding the relation of nutri.
tion to human and animal energy.

23
44



BASIC FACTS

Demonstrating that foods are chemicals and
reactions involving foods provide the
energy used by' living things.

Studying lack or food as
of the world's people.

Discovering that ultimately ail food is manufac-

tured by green plants, through. the chemical inter-

action of sunlight, water, carbon dioxide
chlorophyll.

a problem for many

and

Learning'a cycle is repeated when organisms die and

this decay releases chemicals to be used by other

organisms,
Understanding how to create and use magnification.

Learning the cell is the basic structnal unit of all

living things; that groups of cells can be organized

.
into larger, more complex functional units.

Classifying. minerals in rocks.
Sty 1 ing why the proper functioning of the human

hod depends upon what is put into and how it, is

re_ed; that humans have complex jigestive, respi-

ratory and circulatory
DiscOvering after large amounts of Water fall

on the earth, some evaporates, much runs off

in streams, some soaks into the ground and

some goes under the ground.

Ur;ing decimals,. graphs ond pendulums.

Introducing the integrated,sequential

processes of controlling variables,

collecting, and interpreting data and

formulating hypotheses.

24

systems.

Recognizing time as an important exper-

imental. variable.



GRADE FOUR

Discovering heat is produced from solar energy by chem-

ical reactions, by electric currents and by friction.

Learning heat from the sun can travel ac,..oss large distances al-

most instantly and can be reflected or focused like visible light.

Discovering'as the fossil fuels dwindle and pollution

from them increase, other alternative sources of fuel.

will he utilized.

Discovering' friction is caused by rubbing or rolling one object

against another and this produces heat; that friction may he

reduced by use of lubricants or by moving objects on rollers;

that friction has both advantages and disadvantages; that matter

in all states creates friction.

Creating and .experimenting with basic circuit boards,

lamps, switches, conductors and nonconductors.

rind out electricity must travel in a circuit to he useful; that

the flow of electricity through a circuit is controlled by closing

and opening the switch.

Discovering sound is caused by vibrations of an object; that

sound vibrations travel through liqUids, solids and gaes;

that different vibrations (caused by changes in lengths, mass

or tension of an object) Cause differences in pitch and loud-

nesS; that loud and unpleasant sound is noise pollution.

1.1.1

U 0
Finding out that stars appear to < Z

move across our sky because the cri

a. : <
1.1.1.

earth is rotating.
LIJ
CC

Learning the earth, other planets and 5 X
moons appear .to shine. because they 0 I--'

reflect light.
(A

-Learning the universe is made up
8 <

'8
<. CC-

of _many,. many stars most cc
(..7

'observable only with powerful.
L.,

.

instruments. to)
it)

1--
i-- L)

Studying environments (environmental U .:(

factors, range, optimUm range; biotic, < 61..-

ki-

, abiotic, seasonal change, temperature, U _U
response). N. vi

<
Experimenting with everyday space

<
cc

cti

physics such as pendulums, momentum,
expansion, contraction, etc.

O
LA-
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BASIC FACTS

w Learning there is a logical orderly system

H for classifying plants and animals; learning

I- this is call "taxonomy".
Finding out scientific groupings and names are extremely.
important, since they are a means of communicating the
relationships between organisms.

Discovering some of-the smallest organisms
are of greatest importance to humans.

Reinforcing that nearly all living things are interde-
pendent and have an effect upon one another; that most
organisms eventually become food for other living things.

Analyzing how living things often react
slowly to environmental changes.

Studying how different kinds of matter have different
physical and chemical properties.

Doing simple analysis of mixtures.
Learning there are only about a hundred different
elements in all kinds of matter; that elements combine
in various ways to formcompounds; that matter is made
up of tiny particles called atoms and molecules.

Observing and recording animal behavior;
experimenting with .conditioning.

Discovering plvslcal changes do not affect the struc-
ture of matter, but chemical changes do.

Defining plant parts functionally.

1;111
Discovering how fossils are formed by

sand grains and other particles settling

out of water and then becoming cemented

into rock layers, and how these rock

layers often have the remains of animals

and plants °preserved in them.

Studying how parts of earth's tock.layers

have been lifted and broken by great forces

from within the earth, and how these forces

continue to act upon the earth's surfaces.

26

Calculating wheel speeds.

4 'I



GRADE FIVE

Discovering how movement of air in the
>-

(.7

atmosphere is caused by temperature
aC

differences.
Studying how weather is affected by many local Z
factors, including altitude and atmospheric pros- LAJ

sure; that large bodies of water can moderate
climates; that in the northern hemisphere, pre-

vailing winds blow from west to east, and clock-

wise around high pressure areas.

Experimenting to see how light beams

travel in a straight line.
Demonstrating how we see most objects because ..

they reflect, light, but yet some objects give

off their own light.

Experimenting with chemical reactions.
Learning that light, heat, radio and, television

waves are forms of radiant energy.

Studying the earth's magnetism.
DiScovering forces can change objects and motions

and that the strength and direction of forces can

be. shown by vectors&

Creating levers and diScovering their

uses,
Experimenting with inertia and mass, force and

acceleration.

Learning the moon seems to move

Li/

because it travels around the

earth as the earth rotates.
yl

uJ

Ex e-imen ing with inertia and mass. CC

L7.

(1)

{J.

Studying how the earth is .affected
U.

daily and seasonally by the sun

and the moon.

4 27



BASIC FACTS

LI, Studying ecosystems (water cycle, food-
mineral cycle, oxygen-carbon. dioxide

`t cycle, pollutant, pollution, evaporation,
condensation, gas cyCles).

Learning life can reproduce itself in a variety

of ways.

F.xperinenting with plant nutrition and

plants in various lights.
Discovering living things tend to produce far

more offspring than can survive; those that sur-

vive in nature are often the hardiest and have

the keenest sense.

Studying and identifying small water

animals.
Learning there is a'constant succession of

changes in our environment-7 people ::in effect

this change either positivylv or negatively
depending on how they use and ecycle parts
of their environment,

.

Experimenting with optical illusions.
Experimci,tH A.Lh deosity, viscosity and
membranes.

Experimenting with fermentation.

144. Studying how the natural forces

:5. of the earth are constantly
changing (wind, water, etc.)

28

Demonstrating how to control variables and
interpret data.

Learning how geologists are able to
infer much about the history of the
earth by assuming the forces that
affect the land today also affected-
it in the past.

4a



GRADE SIX

Discovering light can travel. throk_h some materials;
that light beams will bend if the 1:',:s from one

material to another of dii :orent deu,lLy;that 1, lit

waves travel in straight 1.'les.at high speed.
Discovering that fight contains many different wave

lengths of light; if this light is refracted in a
certain way, the colors in it spread out and form a

spectrum
Experimenting to find how lenses bend light in such

a way that things viewed through them appear Larger

or smaller than actual size.
Discov r that I it: ,-)11S LI i , go the

str, n nd direcrlon of .orces; that machines, no
matL,) Thw complex, are made un.of one or more simple

mac-eines; that mach. al]ffi ,,:)1,2 to direct forces

re of: -iv,

!;i nt i 1 In t i,at etc .1rie curl, generat,,d by

rt in ;.;1-le other Mort.), (211c1:gy into etc cLrical

Finding out that electricity is a form of energy and

can be converted into other forms of energy; that
some objects can he given positive or negative

charges; that like electrical charges. repel each

other, while unlike charges attract.

Expe rimenting with pressures and volumes.

'Studying how theearth's movement
causes the sun's position in the

sky to change, and causes a change
I11 our seasons.

Learning how distances from the

.
earth to the sun and to the
other planets have been measured.

Observing photos taken of other planets,-

29
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. .

BASIC'

To enable students to deal reatiti-
cally with the problems that confront
them living in a complex society, to
function as responsiblegand effective
members of their community, and to
foster arespect and understanding of
other members of their community.

Social Studies is an interdisci-

plinary approach which includes
the study of anthropology, econom-
ics, geography, 4iistory, political
science, sociology, psychology,
archaeology, and career education.

Social studies deals, with the develop-

ment and understanding of human relationships.

Social Studies enhances clarifi-
*cation of values, sensitivity to
and understanding of others, and
respect for situational ethics.

Social Studies

2

11 0 M S

N E I G H B O R H O OD

CO MMUNITY
STA.TE
N A T ION

WORLD
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APPROACHES

To teach youth about the
various kinds of human
relationships..

To provide opportunities in
the daily curriculum hrough

which children will evelop

the knowledge, values,
skills and abilities neces-
sary for their rational
participation in human

relationships.

To build certain characteristics,
knowledges, skills,

abilities, appreciations and
attitudes in each child to develop

an effective citizen for a

democratic society.

SOCIAL. STUDIES CAN BUILD AN AVENUE

FOR INTERACTION AND IDENTIFICATION

WITH SOCIETY WHICH THEN BUILDS AN

AWARENESS OF PERSONAL COMPETENCY

AN INGREDIENT ESSENTIAL FOR A

POSITIVE SELF-CONCEPT.

53
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dASSROOM

For Level II Social Studies it is impor-

tant for 'the child to know what it FEELS

like to be a child du)ing a particular

time or in a differen& culture such as:

Have children authe tically act out

life 'style charactcri cs of differ-

ent kinds of Indians co:bine this

with a geographical and climatic under-

standing of

Act out life on a riverboat as it

really happened, long ago.

MUSIC is a universal language of the

world. Music will help children get

the "Teel" of the people from various

cultures. Music can 'demonstrate

styles, environment, emotions, history

and national character of a country.
Musical instruments express the life

style of various cultures. (cowboy

-music, Swiss mountain bell music,

Viennese! waltzing music, African

drum music, etc.) .

ART in Social SLadies helps the child to become

aware of his/her immediate and worldlyenviron-

ment, (Suggestions: Make wall murals and dio-

ramas, illustrating phases of history, make

puppets for presenting historical and current

social issues, construct models of apartments,

houseS, tents, earth homes, grass huts, etc. to

illustrate modes of living.)





ACTIVITIES

DANCE is another international

language. Social Studies can
be greatly enricned and topics
better understood when children
dance as other cultures dance
or when they create their own

dance interpretations, life
styles, feelings, roles and

relations.

LANGUAGE ARTS become the necessary
tools for teaching and learning of

Social Studies. When doing Social

Studies, the child utilizes reading,

research, chart making, letter-
writing, composition, story and
poetry writing, outlining, summa-
rizing, note taking, report-making,
oral expression, reference usage,
and CREATIVE WRITING.

LIJ

LI/

>
U
.tt

.O
C)

MATH and Social Studies are closely related

and children can extend their mathematics LIJ

skills. (Suggestions: Conduct census to

determine size and number of families, do

nap work to locate and lefine size of homes, (.11
LIJ

playgrounds, neighborhoods and communities.

Practice can be done on estimating distances

between places of production and consumption. C)

Calculate latitude and longitude, map
OO

elevations and data about population size, ta
a.

.

density, distribution and mobility. Time

lines depicting historical events integrate

math and social studies too.)



BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND

(!cording to nodern Elementary Curriculum by William B.

Ra.4an and Gene D. Shepherd, Social Studies includes the

study of:

ANTHIMPOLOGISrS to learn the
activites of people, the ideas
they share and old, and the

things produced, especially
culture.

ECONMISTS to learn the
activii of production.
exchange, and consumption of
goods and services with the

conflict of unlimited wants
and limited resources.

GEOGRAPHERS to learn the
activities of human culture
in interaction with natural
environmental fdctors.

Social Studies Objectives:

To develop the concepts and processes of

INQUIRY, DECISION-MAKING, and CREATIVE-

THINKING.
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PRODUCTIVE THINKING

HISTORIANS to learn the activ-
ities of-identifying and describing
the events of the past..

POLITICAL SCIENTISTS to

learn the regulations of
power through legal govern-
ment.

SOCIOLOGISTS to learn the
activities of people in groups
within a society, culture, and
formal and informal institutions.

PHILOSOPHERS and SOCIAL
PSYCHOLOGISTS to learn

the activities of shaping
basic beliefs and the
dynamics of group inter-
actions.

O

O
Z.

z

0a

CREATIVITY OF CHILDREN IS ONE OF THE MOST

PRECIOUS COZ-D1ODITIES OF ANY SOCIETY.

Creative potential, if properly developed,

will produce the unusual, unique, and

innovative ideas that will move society

forward and lead humans into better

relationships, fullest development, and

to whatever. happiness they find in their

lifetimes.



CONCEPT FORMATION AND

Dealing with the continuity of human life, the study of his-

tory can be better understood by children if these concepts

are introduced:

TIME The study of history is

a time-oriented study. As children

do experience themselves in time,

the introduction of this concept

is appropriate.

CHANGE value inherent in the
teaching of history is that it

helps children to accept the

inevitability of change. The

concept that change is constant,

and not to be feared, can be

taught to children.

THE CONTINUITY OF HUMAN LIFE

That life has a continuity can
be taught to children through

their own experiences.

Problem-solving processes for young children:

(a.) Definition of problem

(b.) Desire to solve probem

(c.) Memory scan for related problem

(d.) Generation of alternative solutions

(e.) Analysis of alternatives

(f.) Seeking information needed

(g.) Organizing sought information

(h.) Choosing most likely solution

(i.) Trying solution

(J.) Evaluating the results



PRODUCTIVE THINKING

THE PAST Children do experience the
immediate past. They can discuss an

record it. Children can also handle
objects and records from the more
distant past and gain an understanding
of life before their time.

THE METHODS OF THE HISTORIAN
Children can utilize the methods
of the historian in order to make
their lives more meaningful, richer
and fuller. Children can be taught Z
to recognize problems; to observe, ill::

analyze,. and infer from the data;
and finally to reach conclusions. :E

oe

C)
u..

Taken from Social 1:"ies for the Preschool-Primary Child. by

Carol Seefeldt
(.)

C)
(.)

Effective strategies for teaching Social Studies include

actively involving the students in the process oaf learning

and applying the RESEARCH SKILLS:
(7
Z

(A) Data-Gathering Operations: Observing; :2

Counting; and 'Quantifying, Interviewing,
Z

Experimenting.
2

. i--

(B) Data-Organizing Operations: Classifying, LIJ

Comparing, Defining, Mapping, Modeling,
1:::

Graphing and Charting Statistics. t..)

. D
(C) Data-Using Operations: Inferring, Deducing, 1:::)

Generalizing, Explaining, Predicting, C)=
HypOthesizing. n.
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BASIC CONCEPTS

To develop a better awareness and

understanding of self, family,
school and local community.

To recognize and understand parental

role and appreciate the needs and

wants of the family.

To explore the needs and wants of

self and others.

To recognize and study the students'

relationships to others.

To successfully work and play

with others.

To recognize the school as an insti-

tution of our culture.

To develop techniques for relating to

the daily world and for solving

daily problems.

10

To recognize the need for rules in

any group.

To study the life stages of infancy,

childhood, adolescence, adulthood,

old age and death.

To study verbal and nonverbal com-

munication active listening and

participation, body language,

facial expressions.

To study the relationship of humans

with their environment.

To develop environmental and conser-

vation awareness.

To ,participate in the economic

environment.
To demonstrate skills in problem-

solving and critical thinking.



GRADE ONE

To anticipate problems and partic
ipate in problem solution relating
to perSonal choice, responsibility,
authority, privileges and rights,

and appreciation of.freedom of

choice.

To recognize and acknowledge contri
butions of the past through local
history, multimedia resources,
tural facets and relating of past
experiences to the present.

To develop an appreciation and
understanding of the early
historical and geographical
backgrounds of the children

in the classroom.

To appreciate the contributions of

the early settlers to our mode of

living today.

To build a knowledge of our
country's cultural heritage and
of other cultures in-the-world.

To recognize a variety of career
possibilities and opportunities.

111

Z-
O

To introduce basic map skills based 18

on selfinspace and local topolog <
ical experiences'.

To introduce the study of children

of other lands based on "how it

feels" sort 'of role projection in
661

relation to history. 0
To introduce prehistoric life and

other paleontological and archae
ological basics as a foundation to <

co
the study of early life.
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BASIC CONCEPTS

12

To further develop an understanding
of themselves and to begin to learn
about various cultures of the world
through ' eased understanding of
universal human experience of children,
families and basic human needs.

To participate in an in-depth study
of their community and of other

communities how they live.and
support themselves, their cultures,
kinds of government, community
growth and change.

To further understand that people
are interdependent in a variety
of ways.

To identify the structure of
social groups and recognize
their patterns of-behavior.

To recognize and acknowledge
contributions of the past

through state history and
tine lines.

To study techniques of-consumerism
in daily life.
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GRADE TWO

to anticipate problems and
participate in problem
solution relating to current
events in their community.

To recognize the conflict
between unlimited wants and
limited geographic ane. human

resources.

To further develop -a knowledge
of space and the human
exploration it.

To recognize the interrelationships
of humans and the environment relating
to physical features, climate, map
reading, political boundaries;
geographic limkage, universal inter
dependence, and intercommunity

exchange.

63
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BASIC CONCEPTS

To demonstrate a willingness to
listen to another person's view-
point, a concern for the rights
and privileges of others, a
willingness to work-with others.

To demonstrate skills for group
interactions and communication
patterns.

To develop an appreciation and under-
standing of cultural patterns, cultural
change, and ethnic diversity.

To study cities, with emphasis on the

city in which the child lives the

historic, geographic, economic, and
political factors contributing to
their development.

To study the agricultural,
industrial and sociological
factors contributing to the
development and growth of
cities, including topography,
migration, commerce, etc.

14

To possess skills for the use of

school and community resources.
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GRADE THREE

To develop a sense of civic
responsibility and an appreci
ation of las and how they
function.

To recognize the interrelation
ships of humans and the environ
ment relating to demography and
geographic location.

To demonstrate basic skills of
an informed and skillful buyer.

To recognize and acknowledge
contributions of the past
through visualization of
past experiences and study
of national history.

To understand the requirements
and opportunities for various
jobs.

To demonstrate a regard for the
nation's resources.

To demonstrate the greater
acquisition of map and globe
skills.

15



BASIC CONCEPTS

To organize an in-depth study of
that region of the United States
where the student lives.

To study mental health behavior
patterns, maturation and ways of

coping with crisis and stress.

To appreciate the creative contri-
butions of social groups.

To become informed about local laws ,
and be better prepared for effective
citizenship in an increasingly com
plex world.

To participate in the functions of
groups, their social planning, their

conflict and change, and their social
cohesiveness based on shared partici-

pation.

To study human society --past and
future aAt the human rule in the

historical process.

To study cultural geography of

characteristics ynique to each
geographical region such as

meetin individual needs, acquiring
customs and developing value

systems.

To recognize and acknowledge contra-
butions of the past through global

history.

To develop a knowledge of the human

struggle for freedom.



GRADE FOUR

To recognize the democratic form

of government and the democratic

way of life.

To recognize hc-w transportation

and ccmmunication developments
have linked the entire world.

To study more complex map and

globe usage including such

concepts as longitude and

latitude.

Tc begila to devalop a knowledge of

geography, weather and climate of

the world.

To further develop a knowledge of
the.sea and its importance in the

future.of the human.species.

0
CD

.14.1 1

Ig MI

To begin to develop an under-
D QC

standing of world problems and
C)
w..

2:.
).-

why they exist.
1.14

v's

0 "a

et
0
et

CQ Cg

V
To recognize various techniques usedu;

to promote propaganda. 1-a
Lir

z

To develop skills for the gathering
L.

0
)

of evidence, investigation of social,
t..J

political and economic issues and
(1)

the separating of fact from opinion.
<
co
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18

BASIC CONCEPTS

To participate in decisionmaking
Processes that omote reasoning
ed ,d(47ement, ;._..ceptance of

diffrences, positive selfworth,
valus in actions and commitments.

To participate in Cle process of

factfinding.

To dellonstrate and utilise map

skills.

Tc) brir4; about special emphasis

tc . the democratic process from

its beginning to ts resent

state.

'To anticipate problems and partic
ipate in problem solu:ion relating

to contemporary problems.

o encourage groups to interact and
s;Ave problems with the sound techm

niAues of a humanized curriculum-
utilizes knowledge from the

social sciences.

To help children appreciate the

great saci-ifices, hard work.and

keen thinking done to attain the

Bill of. Rights and other documents

of our indem:i'dence.





GRADE FIVE

To study the history and geography
of the United States starting with
an historic survey from the age of

discovery through the present day.'

To demonstrate how the geography
of a nation has influenced it's
history.

To demonstrate the importance of
the United States in world affairs
through the dxploration of economics
and political principles reflected
in the changes from an early agrarian
society to an industrial nation.

To identify regulators in our
monetary csystem.

To apply map and globe skills

relative to the United States

and its place in world affairs.

To identify kinds of prejudice,
discrimination and sexism.

cu

cc
'

To develop a knowledge and under 1.

(J)w /

standing of the importance of a

balanced environment.and a study

of ecology. 0

69'
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BASIC CONCEPTS

To value individualIworth 'and accept

differences in others in order to

give stability to relationships

among, people,

To recognize the processes of

socialization and .ntercultural
relationships.

I
To demonstrate a commitment to ow
ledge, skills, social particip tion
and values that contribute to the

growth of an individual in his/her

society.

LTo develop an appreciation for the

(

literature, music, art, and types

of living in'our own country.
/

To begin to develop a knowledge of

the problems of yoUth and of senior)

citizens created by our society.

20

I

lo form concepts and understandings

f the influences of climate and

geography on the mo'fle of life, the

type of peopld, the food, shelter,

and clothing of a culture.

\

TO explore the role o'i)f developed'and .

developing nations as they may be

affected by climate,\resprces,
economics, forms of gov rnment, value

systems and political alignments.

To study problems of various cultures

arou d the world and how those prob

lems exist today (food, shelter,

cloth'ng, communications, health, etc.).
1



GRADE SIX

To demon_r.rate an awareness of

how geographic and human resources

influence the economic development

of society.

To discover and discuss the

progress of human life on'the

planet earth.

To study world history and geo-

graphy beginning earlier than

prehistoric humans and tracing
civilization from archaeological

finds and early recorded history

to the present.

To develop a knowledge of technology

and problems created by it (environ-

mental waste, economics, unemployment,

resource usage, etc.).

To anticipate problems and partic-

ipate in problem solution relating

to politics, political structures,

political theory and political

efficacy.

To demonstrate the decision-making

skills of drawing influences,

synthesizing and making general-

izations.

.
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To demonstrate research and organi- Id
s.0

ea.

Zational skills. Z Z
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LEVEL II

BASIC

To know that words and sentences

are read from left to right.

To understand the concept of

alphabetical order.

To build a growing interest in
stories and poetry.

TO understand word functions:.

verbs, adjectives, nouns.

To understand antonyms, synonyms

and homonyms.

To. read critically.

To use context to determine.

meaning of words.

LEVEL

To comprehend the printed word

literally and inferentially on

a variety of subject matter.

To understand library, procedures

for research purposes.

To select a book appropriate to

.
independent reading level.

To adjust reading rate to content

and purpose: e.g. skim, scan, study.
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CONCEPTS

LEVEL II

To use the table of contents,
glossary, and index.

To use the dictionary
for specific purposes.

To paraphrase, draw conclusions,

and verbalize generalizations.

To comprehehd a variety

of subject matter

both literally and

inferentially.

LEVEL III

To he able to recognize the

theme in fiction and
nonfiction. t5

To recognize and understand;
;)

literary terms and-devices f5

e'.g. figures of speech.

To recognize character
L)
2!

motivations and conflicts
:51

. between characters and

ideas,
L,
2!

LIS

ac



BASIC

ORAL COMMUNICATION LEVEL II

To name common sounds after hearing them.
To identify letter sounds, beginning

with initial sounds and progressing
to blends and rhyming words.

To use vowel sounds as clues to syllabication.

To answer factual questions about the

content of,an oral presentation using

own words.

To retell a story and/or experience.
To functionally participate in group

situations in which ideas are orally

expressed.

To apply fundamental rules of grammar.
To recognize the main ideas and

details in an oral presentation.

To enunciate clearly.
To organize ideas into a logical and

interesting sequence.

To use a pleasing tone of voice.
To disctiminate like and different

word sounds.

To continually build speaking vocabulary.

ORAL COMMUNICATION LEVEL III

To express ideas effect1,-:1y

through oral communicatii,.

To emphasize and practice argumentative

skills which promote analytical methods

of thinking.

To recognize the main ideas and details

in an oral presentation.

To answer factual questions about the

content of an oral presentation.

To summarize the material from a
presentation in correct sequence.
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CONCEPTS

WRITTEN COMMUNICATION LEVEL II

To develop the' recognition and use of complete'
sentences.

To provide dictionary rcadinesi-; through the

teaching of alphabetical order.

To nee context to determine meaning of words.

To recognize vowels and vowel combinations,

initial and final consonant clusters

and letter and word configurations.

To recognize basic .sight words.

fo identify letter sounds beginning with initial

sounds and progressing to'blends and

rhyming words.

To promote creative and expressive writing in all

communications.

To understand and use compound verbs, affixes,

hyphenated words, possessives between word

pairs: synonyms,antonymsand homonyms.

To use correct punctuation and capitalization.

To summarize the material from a written

presentation in correct sequence.

To promote a continual growth of written vocabulary.

To apply the fundamental rules of grammar in 1

writ ten cominunicatiori.
14.1
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WRITTEN COMMUNICATION LEVEL Hi C)

I<
To use the dictionary for specific ,

U
purposes.

To ,use forms and techniques to

demonstrate expository writing
skills (complete sentences, a
topic sentence, writing several

types of composition).

To use the table of contents,

Rte

C.,0z

z
Eic
uU
CC

V)I
cm
1.4.1

glossary and index. 2!

0
L)

.e(

To express ideas effectively

(emphasizing creativity and
expression) in writing brief
reports, original stories,
letters, notes, poetry, and

simple research papers.

O
z

0
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BASIC

LEVEL I!

To recognize beginning sounds.

To recognize vowels and vowel
combinations, initia] and final
consonant clusters, letter and
word configurations.

To discriminate like and different
sounds.

To identify letter sounds,
beginning with initial sounds and
progressing to blends and rhyming
words.

To follow directions in marking
worksheets.

To use vowel sounds as clues to
hearing and seeing the number of
syllables in words.

LEVil III

To follow directions involving
several steps.

To recognize the main ideas and
details in an oral presentation.

To tell or write varied stories
andlou expmriPnces.



CONCEPTS

LEVEL II

Itt retoli, rewr te, IIItlstratt,
or dramat an 01":1 ';t or
dr:ma t exper ienc e.

To answer lacteal. questions
about the' content of an oral
presentation us own words.

TO rero;:,nize t110 main idea in
an oral present. a t inn

To l i sten to sounds and
d rect i ons , to learn new
words through listening, and
to I isten for pleasure and
apprueiation.

LEVEL III

increase elaboratkve
comprehension ski 11s.

To recogn ize con t rove rs ia
topics, opinions,
generalizations, and
ar;timents presented in an
oral presentation.



BASIC

LEVEL II

SEQUENCE OF LISTENING

SEOUENGE IN I DEVE.LOP:11 :'NT Arm T() f,1STFN:

EGOCENTRIC LISTENING: Paving attention only to that whi.111

directly t-cl.-.ec,cc s or interests them.

APPARENT LISTENING: Simply waiting for a chance to
inject own thoughts.

PASSIVE LISTENING: Giving no observable response.

EVENTUAL LISTENING: Followed by SMA.: related response.,

FOCUSEh LISTENING: Followed by evidence of comprehension,
interpretations and/or emotional

reaction.

TO PROMOTE GOOD

Use considerate placement of
children with visual.or.auditory

insufficiencies.

Provide many and varied

opportunities for Listening

to each ther, to records or

tapes at a listening station,
to presentations of instructions

or stories by,other students or

the teacher, to pupil's own

voice, on tape, to sounds in the

environment, etc.

Provide appropriate and interest in

materials for listening.



CONCEPTS

AND LEVEL III

KINDS OF LISTENING

PASSIVE LISTENING! No indication of behavioral
response to message:

MARGINAL LISTENING: Fractionated level used

when child watches TV while
listening to others talk.

OPRECfATIVE LISTENING: Level to be used to enjoy a
poem,"story, dramatization
or record.

CEATIVE LISTENING: Level used as children
imaginatively enter into the

experience or feelings of

\

characters in a story or play.

ATTENTIVE LISTENING: Level used for accuracy of

comprehension to follow
instructions, record data,

\ understand announcements, etc.

RESPONSIVE- LISTENING: Level used as the listener

participates in conversation,
discussion or recitation.

ANALYAICAL OR CRITICAL Level used as the listener

LISTENING:. weighs what is heard and-

attempts to distinguish among
fact, opinion, and propaganda.

I ISTENING HABITS

Provide opportunitites to

communicate child's crn ideas,
experiences, and feelings_
while teachers and peers
listen attentively.

Provide frequent opportunity to
respond to listening experiences
verbally, with body movements,

or with creative expression
(painting, writing a poem, essay,
etc.)

Make sure teacher provides a
good model by being an attentive
and'accurate listener.

0 9

0

0
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BASIC FACTS

Readiness Review for Level II:

Tc) use correct verb farm with noun.

To know that words are read from

left to right.

To order a 'sequence accurately.

To discriminate whether word
sounds are the same or

different.

To classify.

To tallow directions.

10

To listen to a story read
aloud for a ].ew minutes.

To distinguish and print
capital and small letters.

P.°
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. REV! EW FCA' LEVEL !I

4

To draw a line from left to

right.

To name an object by hearing

a description.

To retell story in owl-, words.

To complete oral statement
with spoken word that fits

context.

To name common,sounds after

hearing chem.

To tell a story with'a
beginning, a middle and

an end.

To recall sequence of a simpl

story.

82





BASIC FACTS -armoi>

To follow twcpart.direEtions.

To relate picture of cancer' f..c

it's opposite.

To recognize main idea of story.

1 To distinguish among letter,

word, and sentence.

To recognize basic sight words.

To name words that rhyme with

vixen words.

ti

12

To print name (only first
letter-capitalized).



REVIEW FOR LEVEL II

To recognize word forms that

are the same and different.

-7-

To select pictures of
objects that have the
same beginning sound.

"Love and respect and the development

of a positive self-image are basic to

the development,of a person education

is built on this foundation."

Help Me Learn

by

Mary F. Rice
and

Charles H. Flatter.



BASIC FACTS

Medial /a/a.

Final /n/n /d/d.

Verb ending s.

Recalling details.

Fina /t/t /g /g.

Medial /i/i

Initial W1 /v/v /n/n

Initial /k/e /r/r /g/g /m/m

/b/b /b/b /j/j /s/s- ]h /h.

Plural ending s.

Finding the main idea.

Practicing left-to-riglq
.progression.

Initial /f/f /t/t -/pip /kik

/w /w /y /y.

Graphemic bases with initial
consonant substitution -ig -it .

Final /b/b

Medial /0/0

Initial /z/z

Medial. /u/u

Compound words

14

Understanding and using the

contents page.

Gr!-phciiii,... bases with initial

consonant subtitution -ot -ob

Final /b/b /d/d /n/n /t/c

/k11/x /p /ii

Initial /dr/dr /11/1-1. /gl/g1

/pl/pl.



GRADE ONE

Gerd ending -ed.

Graphemic bases with initial
consonant substitution -ut

Medial /e /e.

Medial /a/a with e marker

medial /i/i with e marker.

Final /m/m.

word ending -ing.

-
Possessive ending 's.

Summarizing .information.

Initial ikw/gu.

Initial voiceless /th /th /shish.

Initial /kr /cr /pr/pr /br/bt

/gr/gr /st/st.

Recognize developing sequence:

Begin understanding characters.

Intial /131/131 /tr/tr.

Final /t/v.

Syllables.

Predicting outcomes.

Final /a/ay /i/ie.

Medial loloa.

Final /st/st ink/1)k /nd/nd

/ng /ng /eh/chi

Medial /e/ee /4;/er /a7ai.

Contraction with n't.

Initial /hw/wh /a/a /u /u.

Following oral directlxis.

8(i



BAS IC FACTS

16

Initial /fr/fr /sm/sm /sp/sp.

Final voiceless' /th/th /sh/sh /1/11

/s/ss /k/ck.

Medial /oo/oo /00.
Dropping final -e bei:ore adding- -ed

-ing.

Initial /a/a /e/e /i/i /o/c

Doubling final consoant before adding
-ed and -ing.

,Understanding characters.

Predicting outcomes.

Adjusting reading rate.

-

Final intint /1d/td

Medial /ou/ou foi/ol

prefi -un.

Developing sequence.

Mil lel g /s/c.

Different spellings for
/01/

/eau /.

Using public signs (recognizing .

standard sign shapes).

Following written directions.

Initial /skr/scr /str/str /thr/thr.

Different spelling for ri/ rj/

/ur/ spelled as er, ir, or, and ur.

Word endings -er -est 4,parative
and 'superlat

t-o second lett=?r.

Initial /n/kn /r /car silent letters).

0 r.



GRADE TWO

Contractions with '11, 've and 're.

Changing y to i before adding -es
and -ed.

Prefix.re-.

Doubling final consonant before
adding -er and -est.

Alphabetizing to the third letter.

Comparing and coatrasting feelings
and story themes.

Evaluating reality of story.

UrAerstanding cause and effect of
character's feelings.

Categorizing .personal interests
for book selection.

TnitiLl ar/ax

:o/al.

/or/or

ing library for self-selection
of books and materials.

Suffixes -ful -less.

Changing yt.. i he fore adding
-er and -est.

Follow-lug re.!sons to a conclusion.

Listing major events leading, to
main ideas,

Finding definitions of words in

a children's di:7tionary,

r.'inding words in a dictionary

alp.mbetized to the third letter.

Esta:Jishilig empathy with s.):7

diaracters.



BASIC FACTS

initial /sw/s /t/tw /g/g

/j/g /k/c and /s/c.

Prefix in and dis.

Understanding literary forms.

Using the glossary.

J
Y

Suffix ous ion.

Drawing _onclusions.

Reading simpLe marls.

Reading globes.

Medial ra/ei /171d/ild
. _

/ind/ind /old/old /o/ow /o/oe

/ar /air /ar /ear /ar/eir.

Using vowel sounds as clues to numl-o_r

-of syllables in words.

Reading to locate specific infoi'mation.

Initial /sk/scj /sp/spl /f/ph /sk/sc

/s/sc /i/igh /skw/squ /a/eiiab.

Syllabication between prefix nd t'oot,

and between suffiy ond root.

Organizing to sequence.

Initial /shr/shr /spr/spr.

Interpretin simple diagrams.

18
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GRAUL I HE<LL

Recognizing the double medial
consonant as a clue to

Final !sp/sp /1t/lt /ft/ft /f /ga

imo/mp /sk/sk sh as in sigh /e /ei

/oo/ew lociou /00/00 /e/ey.

Recognizing le as a syllable.

Recognizing the ending es with
words ending in ss, x or ch.

Interpreting figurative language.

Using context to determine meaning
of words.

Reading graphs.

'
Using scanning as a technique for
finding information.

/e /ea.

Hearing he - hwa sow,

Foiloving directions.

Vowel sounds as clues to
-yilabicnt :n.

Summarizing information.

Dividing words between schwa sov,nd

and accent,?d.syllable.

Using capital l=etters as

Using simnlu abbrev!ations.

u 19
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BASIC FACTS

Identifying cause and effect.
Recognizing basic sight words in the
content area.

Outlining.

Identifying different types of

fiction.

Using the main entry in a dictionary,
using guide words and illustrations.

Identifying accented syllables: primary

stress.

Recognizing the author's purpose.

Identifying and analysing compound
words.

Reading maps, graphs, and tables.

ENtending ideas and topics.

Finding appropriate meanings in

the dictionary.

Developing time sequenceS.

20

Recognizing story elr1;:ents, plot,
characterization and setting.

Distinguishing among :act, fiction,

and opinion.

Recognizing -le ending ;IS' a clue to

syllabication.



GRADE FOUR

Recognizing and using common suffixes.

Recognizing basic sight words.

Keeping simple records.

Recosniz-.is alliteration (wild,
wooly, ti-e.atening, throngs).

Visualizing from a written

description.

Using the plonunication

Identifying and using common prefixes.

Recognizing basic sight words
in the content area.

Using the encyclopedia.

Using context to determine'

meaning.

'Summarizing.

Developing paragraphs.

5 :

Interpreting figurat.Ly lAaguage.

Identifying homophones (to,Loo,two) (r7

Identifying homographs fair (market)

and fair (beautiful)) .

92



BASIC FACTS

Drawing conclusions.

Recognizjng climax.,

Follow: sequence.

Using the newspaper.

Recognizing story elements:

characterization.

Recognizing mood through autor's word choice.

Reading maps, graphs, and charts.

Identifying different types of f_,:tion.

Locating answers to specific questions.

Following cross references in

the encyclopedia.

22

Being aware of sensory images and

co:::,unicnting.'them orally and in

,Identifying word function: verb::,,

nouns, adjectives.

93



GRADE FIVE

ecognizillg possessives.

Outlining.

N

Comparir ,Irces of information and
detectin.. .screpancies.

Fcllowing the organizational pattern
of writing in the content area.

Distinguishing between deftite and
indefinite terms (nibbleeat).

context to determine word meaning.

Recognizing story elements:

charac,:erization.

Following cross r:2ferences in
the encyclopedia.

Being aware of sensory images and
communicating them orally and in
writing.

Identifxing word function: -verbs,
nr)ans, adjectives.

94 23
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!-!ikInzcoparisons.

style.

BASIC FACTS
r"..,

Chan.ng adjectis :o adverbs,

FolloL.:17. the organizational pattern

of wri,:ing in the various content

areas.

Distinguishing between concrete and

abstrr,ct

7*

Using the tlas.:

Re,-:orliz.i7:g H. ,7ements: plot.

Chnhging root words to nouns.

.24

Reconizing basic sight words in the

content area.

Identifying main ideas and stating in

own words.

S
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GRADE SIX

;t r: :

ct t

: : Ii s.:

1 i 1

purpost2.

Id7.-ntitvinA difl-crent tvpts of nonl-ietion.

rot ,...,(,rd s to a(lectives.

1-.". in

!tecugnizng'and di:xussin"' multiple
meanings from a single :;tory.

U

>*:

0
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CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

26

conversation, lescripLive language, oral feedback.

Fill the environment with printed words and phrases: rimes

on cubhies, labels on object., captions on pictures,

directions on centers or activities, etc.

information hooks, foLktales, and poetry.

Illustrate a story sequence by folding a sheet Hf paper

into three sections and drawing a picture of the most

important: thing that happened on eich.part.

into a cassette recorder, then hack.

Choose a title from a newspaper, book, magazine, IV

program, etc., and write a story about it

Li7ation of a selection.

Copy a list of familiar story titles from the chalkboard

and write at least one sentence about each of them.:

Draw pictures to illustrate: group experience charts. ,

Nake simple puppets from sticks, sacks or socks naming

them, telling where they will perform or write skits for

them.

Draw characters from an assigned story and write a
sentence describing each.

Divide yords into sylkibles.

Arrange a list of words from the chalkboard or newspaper

ads in alphabetical order.

Dray or write :in endinv to.a story.

Finish sentences written on chalkboard by drawing a rebus

for each endinfz, concept.

Copy and illustrate a favorite poem or passage rrom-a story.

Draw pictures of "doing" words: jumping, running,

eating, swimming, etc., and write captions for them.

Road while anot.her pantomimis.

Construct funny things from scrapA of paper, cloth, wood,

etc., and write or cell about: them.

Have an informal news exchange and "sharing" period each day.

( Discuss various ways to communicate and try them out.

9



LEVEL H

?:rite a cooperative experience story.

Have -informal dramatizations to develop imagination,
spontaneity, fluency, originality and constructive
social artitudes.

'.:rite sentences containing opposites and underline the opposites.

Develbp a picture story. (This encourages children

to describe persons, objec'ts or action and is an
effective means of organizing ideas.)

Arrange sets of picture cards and alphabet cards in alphabetical order.

I.:rite stories from a newspaper article, a nonsense
word, a-quote, an openended situation, about a
particular taste or smell, etc.

Read baseball cards, cereal boxes, children's magazines, etc.

Have a special time which provides an opportunity to
orally communicate (e.g. a personal happening, a

story, a poem, etc.)

Supply missing vowels in a list of words: b d, y s, h t, etc.

Have informal group discussions which provide
Opportunities to express personal opinions and
help create solutions to a group problem.

1

Make a picture dictionary, drawing or finding a
picture for each letter.

Tap out the meter of a poem, make up and sing
jingles, etc., to show the patterning in language
and music.

Write stories about people and read them aloud.

Encourage independent writing through completing
unfinished stories.

poetry to children, also :ILI .0 or read

the poetry.
Ask (, to reinforce the sentence concept and
the I:- ,mation it can provide.

Provide experiences that reinforce capitalization and
punctuation.

Listen to recordings (stories, poems, plays) and
the radio,(weather reports, news, etc.).

27
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CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES
'5-4

-s-"---

goons or stories to Younger children.
Classify groups of words from the newspaper to fit such

catagories as size, color, action, emotion, etc.

:Ind read aloud original stories or poems.
Encourage reading,to verify facts and support a

position expressed in discussion.

H dr:I.::.tiz;!tion of a selection.
Copy a list of words recently studied and illustrate

them or use them in sentences.

Read entary or enrichment books.
Cut out newspaper or maazine pictures sht)wing various

facial expressions and write about what that person

might be saying or thinking (could be expanded to

include the beginning and ending of what a person might

be saying or thinking).

Drdw or write an ending to a story.
Create a change of words by changing only one letter

each time (i.e. bell, ball, bull; pull, etc.).

Record ,Troup experience charts.
Write sentences showing multiple meanings of. words

such as: park, match, trunk, saw, run, etc.

Write synonyms for a list of words.
Do simple research reports about a chosen sport,

animal, or other topic of individual interest and

share this information with the group.

-:"

Write antonyms for a list of words.
Write riddles, poems, jingles, limericks, advertisements.

to sell something, character descriptions of a favorite

person, biographical or autobiographical sketches, etc.

.Add tiffixos (-ed, -us, -ing) to appropriate Yard
Write correct homonyms for pairs of definitionS, such

as (1) a fruit (pear), (2) a set of two (pair').

Copy and illustrate a list of compound words.
Scan newspaper articles for words with affixes, then

write these wordS, circle the affix and underline the

list of. words

Divide words into svllables.

28

words for each.
rect affix to complete a sentence. such as:

ed un dis, (act) Mr..

an act role in the campaign.

Write sentences using vocabulary words and indenti y
\\\

them according to function (noun, adjective, etc.).



LEVEL III

Classify a list of words in as many ways as possible.
Write sentences ccntaining opposites and underline the

opposites.
Identify pairs of words as synonyms or antonyms.

Indicate the word that does not belong in a group, such

as: airplane; helicopter, jet, balloon.

Summarize a story from a reader or a favorite story.
Have informal dramatization to develop spontaneity,

fluency, imagination., originality, and constructive

twcial. attitudes.

Write dialogues and act them out.
Have a special time which provides an opportunity to
orally communicate (a personal happening, a story, etc.)

Rewrite an ending to a story.
Tap out the meter of'a poem, make up and sing jingles,

etc., to show the patterning in language and music.

Read jokes, riddles and newspaper cartoons.
Have informal group discussions which provide

opportunities to express personal opinions and
help create solutions to a group problem.

Have an informal news exchange and "sharing" period each day.
Take and idea, poem, story, etc., and elaborate on

it to encourage alternative; creative thinking.

Write stories about people and read them aloud.

Do crossword or word search puzzles related to
vocabulary. .

Provide many small group activities that encourage
group discussion and problem solving.

Read baseball cards, cereal boxes, children's magazines, etc.
Discuss various ways to communicate and try out these

alternatives.
Write pairs of statements which begin fortunately, unfortunately, etc.

Pretend to be an inanimate object such as an apple or

a vacuum cleaner and Write or tell about how it feels.

Listen to recordings (stories, poems, plays and radio

(weather reports, news, etc.).,
Write and recite (with feeling and inflection) essays,
limericks, haiku, original stories, etc.

Find suitable synonym (use a thesaurus) for
words,underlined in a story.

Read a newspaper article and circle statement of fact

and underline opinions.

Have scavenger hunts.

100 29
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MATH

*
LEVEL I

EARLY CHILDHOOD
LOCATED IN BES
CURRICULUM

* *
LEVEL II

MIDDLE CHILDHOOD
- AGES 6,7,8

LEVEL III
LATER CHILDHOOD

AGES 9, 10, 11

BASIC

EDUCATIONAL

SKILLS

S.C.C.A.A.
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MATH

Stages of math concept development:

SemiConcrete Abstract

pncreteVictoriaWiagrammati 4Symbolic-)Mental

CM :CRETE STAGE,: Children work with real

objects such as counters, abaci, place
value charts, etc. Through the manipula

tion of objects, quantitative and spatial

relationships are discovered.

PICTORIAL STAGE: One Step removed from
real objects is a picture of these objects.

Instead of 12 counters, the child sees a
picture of thes, counters, Instead of

manipulating them into one set of 10 with

two left over, the child rings with a

pencil ten of the counters to show the

collection of one ten and two left over.

Different children need dif
ferent amounts of time and
different numbers of experi
ences at each stage_

Math concepts are better
understood and retained
longer when handson, manip
ulative learning experiences
take place.

Children need a- bridge that
helps them move in an orga
nized way to the highly
abstract symbolic stage.. The
pictorial and diagrammatic
stages help accomplish this

goal.

2



BASICS

DTACT:=7:1C Bridging the con
crete and pictorial stage with the sym
bolic stage is the role of diagrams. Here
quantitative and spatial relationships are
represented by some type of drawing. The

number line is an excellent example of
this type of bridge.
SYMBOLIC STAGE: This is probably the stage
of development with which most adults are

familiar. The following algorithm .is repre
sentative of this stage: 2+4=6. The funda
mental states have Seen ignored -if the ini
tial approach is strictly symbolic. Sym
bolism is the shorthand used to represent
quantitative and spatial relationships.

MENTAL STAGE: This stage of concept devel

opment is probahl,) the most neglected of

the stages on the continuum. Here we are

given a verbalor symbolic stimulus and we

must handle the auantitative relationships

in our mind. No paper, pencil, objects,

etc., are allowed. At chis level the

arthnetic of everyday life is practiced.

Strategies for Developing Concepts

in Elementary School athematics,
Ronald C,-1:1ch and Virginia R. Havin.

Piagramming must he taught.
Children must have experiences
which enable then to see many
different models. They should

expel invent, with the teacher,
in drawing many diagrams togeth
er and discUssing the strengths
and weaknesses of their -ilodels.
Then, they are ready to attempt
to design their own diagrams,

There is a vast territory be
tween concrete experiences and
some abstracted end point call
ed "understanding". "Under
standing" implies the ability
to reverse, conserve, equate,
represent symbolically and

mentally,remember,reconstruct,
and select a correct solution
without trialand error.

3
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PROBLEM

Prom e 1.1:inking

process thlt= 7,L.1--,fl a's throu2h

from the time a prob1,-:.. f:rst

appears until it is solved.
Steps in the prohlem solving process:
Defining the prem, Thinking about
psible solutions, etting the infol--

nceded, Choosing and trying out

a solution. Depending on the sit,,.iation,

neePle do not zp through the steps in

sa:.:e-er:ler and not all the steps are

:olloyod fur every problem.
l'evelnny a positive attitude
touaid problem solving helps
childr en become succesful learners..

Learning to rec:gnize there may be more
than oae solution to a !rol)lem helps

childron becere more'cocnminded.
To provide practice in prelAem
solving; give childi'en things to
do that have builtin problems.
All kinds of p=les arc problem
solving games. i.:iddies, jokes,

mysteries, brain teasers, maw,ie

tricks are all activities that
make children stop to think.

COMPUTERS AS AIDS TO PROBLEM SOLVING:

Computers present learning

in pane -liko situations uith

immediate feedback.

C07.-.putor games can power

fully motivate the learning

of basic skills and sophis
ticated concepts..

Children need to learn flow

charting, 7;AS11' -irourpm

languages, uses for computers
in society, and field trips

could be taken to computerized

installations.-

4 104



SOLVING

Make problem solving fun. Children en-

joy games that challenge them to think

of many possibilities-. Older children

may want to keep score of how many dif-

ferent solutions they can list.

Problem solving in the form of-estima-

,_tion skills and predicting-of-outcomes
is important at all levels. Estimate

for real-life purposes: How long until

lunch? How much lemonade will we'need

for a scout meeting? - -

Problem so7_ving in the form.of game

strategies and other beginnings of rea-

soning-and-rules thinking are-highly

related. Capitalize on games as daily

learning activities, as well as-use

them for recess and reward activities.

Problem solving needs to include the

acquaintance with math tools.per se. ,

What is a measuring stick? What is a

drawing compass? What is a calculator

and a computer? What is an odometer?

Creatively thinking of all their uses

could then be done.
Getting Involved Series: Your Child and

Problem Solving, Eess-(3ene Holt.

Computer games can simul-
taneously incorporate
fantasy elements, system-
atic feedback, and compe-
tition as well as foster

teamwork, cooperation,
and cross-age helding

Computers are a tool foi

.creative activity. Child-

ren can compose music,

create animated cartoons,
and write stories given a
powerful programming
language.
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METRICBASICS:
Ter2c scuLi:!nt

. METRIC

(

netric conversions.

.

E.t-fnte to a .->r)ocif;,'d

,ieyroe oi cccl:racy ':,ef.";)re

elate the Tr trio systun to

everyd2y e:-:7::-riences..

TeAch -ti,eynecd Ilipro

priato units doeording to
'he size of %::liat is 1,eing

METRIC ACTIVITIES:

l litre flour.
sun,ar

3!)

4 n1 salt

2 eggs
500m1 milk
179x:1 oil

)
)
)

Si ft tc 4ether.

together and
stir-,into dry

ingredients.

Bake at 215 degrees C 20-25 minutes. :'ekes 24

muffins.
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CONCEPTS'

7sure
Li::ound

anarc item ..; to develop "'

an undersCanding of the

asic units. Is the meter
al)out the length of a
school building, or the
length of a paper clip?

and

:lake and interpret simple
charts and graphs. Graph

daily temperature readi5gs.
CI:art shadow lengths of
pupils at different times
of day or year. Any draw-

o-r diagram can be an

elementary graph.

ST1r!:S

.25u ;"cnni iit ec (crnnclly)

LMk p:.-der

30 elatin

of salt

. )0 I w,huat germ

170ml h(Iney or c()rnsyrup

:a dry ingredients, cut in honey and peahut

hntter:. S!lane. into 40sticksor balls.
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BASIC FACTS

to:,ding le,;s tllan

ten.

CountH Ine LL

ninct-.

ZiJITO to

ten: c it " eighteen.

nn-ters

:-rom%,:le to ten

t,T1 :11:7 t.j1

Co71pJrin4 and riii: numbers

up to one hundred.

!(..7o1 and reading number
ords, n,,ro t on

tamiiios (g,rours) of i:wts.

Re'cog:ni7.ing nunerls zero

to one hundred.

orderiu roporities caber adding

number:;.

Add,hr., three nd.1-ends.
r

Adding two-dfgit numbers on a
place-v,ilue table when a model

no regrouping.

ampteting :2,ubtraction

and addition boxes.
Adding too- digit numbers using the

shortcut method no regrouping:

Finding .the missing addends from

addition puzzles....

...Subtracting froriHums to six, seven

to ten, eleven to eighteen.
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GRADE ONE

Subtracting families of Pects.
-Subtracting twodigit numbers on a
placevalue table when a model is

. given no regrouping.

Subtracting equations..
Skip counting by two, three,'five,

and ten. (1-100, 2Ts20, 5's\to

107) r(orally), 101s-100 (orally),

Recognizing halves,- thirds, and

fhurths
Stating whether objects shown woui'd

be measured with a-meter or a liter.

'Recognizing equals parts or 'shapes.
Recognizing volumes'are measured
appropriately in liters, quarts,

and pints.
Find half of a set of real'objects

through grouping and subgrouping
or fractionating the group into

whole number groups.
Telling time by the hour and half
how:. _-

Understanding cycles of time by
numbering a calendar, knowing
days of week and months of.year..

Making and completing a simple bar

graph hase-d,on comparisons and

seriation skills.
Recognizing squares, circles, rec
tangles, and triangles.and describ

.

ing. the elements.of these Shapes.

Adding and subtracting prices.
Adding and subtracting of pictured.

.

items having corresponding words.

Calculating simple prices and

change from reallife consumer
situations.

Adding'small amounts of pennies;.
Nickels, and dimes.

'Recognizing numeral and number ,

relation, so that a button
pushed does mean a number symbol

representation. (computers,

calculaterS)
1 c-1
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BASIC FACTS

Grouping tens and ones to ninety and
counting these.

Counting in order from one to one hundred,

one thousand.
Adding tens and ones in table form.

Counting objects grouped into hundreds, tens,

and ones using tAble.forM.and model.

Comparing small numbers and quantities.
Identifying quantities.and then numbers that

are one more than, less than; ten more than,

less than; one hundred more than, less than.

Recognizing odd and even whole numbers.

Completing verbal problems, open sentence

problems and then sentences with the symbol

4,or:0) .
Identifying ordinal numbers to the eighth.

Identifying the commutative property of

addition.
Supplying the missing addends.

Completing families of.facts for addition

and subtraction.
Completing addition and subtraction boxes

and wheels.
Adding or subtracting two-digit numbers, no

regrouping; then adding. or subtracting two-

digit numbers with regrouping.

u.

`Completing equations with missing-numbers.
Subtracting from ones to ten, eleven to

fourteen, fifteen to eighteen

Adding multiples of two, three, four, and

five.
Skip counting by two, three, five, and ten.

Solving story problems involving addition

and subtraction.
Identifying basic multiplication facts with

two, three, four, andfive as factors.

Understanding the commutative property of

'multiplication.
Identifying halves, thirds, and fourths of

luantities.
Identifying_and writing fractional parts

from real-life story problems, especially

consumer and social situations.
Recognizing the fractional numerals 1/2,

1/3, 1/4, 3/4, 9./3.

Dividing shapes into halves:

10 . flu



GRADE TWO

Selecting the correct fraction of

a given figure 1/2, 1/3, or 1/4.
Telling time to the hour, half hour, and

quarter hour and five minutes.

Finding fractions of a dozen.
Calculating time before and after a given

time.

Arranging times in sequence.
Measuring lengths to the nearest centimeter.

Measuring volumes using liters.
Measuring perimeters of polygons in centi-

meters.
Weighing items in grams and

kilograms.
Identifying a liter, a milliliter, a cen-

tiliter, and a deciliter.

:Measuring temperature using a

Celsius thermometer.
Recognizing and naming the common three-

dimensional shapes of cone, cube, sphere

and cylinder.

Identifying circles, rectangles,

squares, and triangles.
Calculating costs and change.

Matching congruent figures.
Determining symmetry through equating and

through balance concepts.

Reading and making a simple bar graph

(preferably from own-generated data).

Solving simple story problems involving basic

multiplication facts and'fractional parts.

Making and understanding a calendar

(day, week, month, year).
Comparing and adding values of coins and

dollars (penny, nickel, dime, quarter, half

dollar).

Comparing costs.
Finding costs and choosing correct coins and

dollars.

Using signs and $.
,Identifying the number of sides and corners

of polygons.

11



BASIC FACTS

Introducing multiplication by using
addition.

Recognizing the commutative property of multi-
plication,

:'ounding to the nearest ten or hundred.
Recognizing and reading amounts-of money.

():71arin.; numbers using < and :)P .

Using ordinal- numbers to describe position

up to twentieth.

snmmim; more titan two addends with
Lyo-digit numbers

Adding or subtracting two-, three-, and

four-digit numberswith regrouping.

Chccklu g addition of more than two

ddcnds:
Estimating suns or differences using two-

.digit numbers.
C::itu; addition as a check For

subtraction.
Creating and solving problems involving

adding, subtracting, multiplying and

dividing using grouping symbols;

Dt,:nonstratin14 the commutative and
r;sociative properties of addition.-

.

Multiplying two-digit numbers with regrouping.

!lating sets and division.

`Si s11

more than one operation to .

a problem.
Recognizing basic multiplication facts of two

through five, six through nine, one and zero

as factors.
,;1i14 information presented in a

previouc; problem to solve a problem.
Recognizing the basic division facts of two

through five, six through nine.

(-s-; inc the vertical form of division

;Ind
Solving a division and multiplication equation

when given a picture representation Of the

equation,

olving division, problems with

a remainder.
Solving work problems involving factional

parts of quantities.
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GRADE THREE

Dividing two-Mgit. numbers with

regrouping.
Vriting a fraction that describes a shaded region.

Vinding n unit- fractional part of

quantit.

Citing it fraction that describes a part of a set

possessing specified characteristics.
ing one fraction that is

equivalent to a given fraction.
Adding cluantities of money through ten dollars.

Recognizing the Roman numerals
and X.

Comparing fractions using < and 7, .

Tellin time in hours and minutes.
Comparing centimeters and meters.

Solving problems involving time.
Identifying freezing and boiling points on a

Celsius thermometer and reading degrees of

temperature.
'Finding tl.e perimeter of a figure

in centimeters.
Finding the volume of a rectangular solid in

ubio centimeters.
Finding tlw -volume of a container in liters.

Discriminating between A.M. and P.M.

l'a64Mc. *Ts,

Determining weights in grams and

kilogram,
identi,fving a cube, a rectangular solid, a cone,

a cylinder, and a sphere.

Discriminating. between curved and

flat Surf aces.
Identifying.simple place figures (square, circle,

rectangle, triangle).
:latching a physical. object with a

representative solid.
Comparing the length of line segments without

using a standard unit of measurement.

Discriminating between a segment

and a curved line.
identifying a segment given: its end points.

identiFying congruent .figures.
Collecting and graphing data on a bar graph.

Recognizing lines of symmetry.
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BASIC FACTS

Reading and recalling 7 , 8, and

9digit numbers.
Reading and writing large numbers in a

varietV- of confv.:-:ts.

Rounding numbers to the nearest

ten, bundred, and thousand.
Comparing 11ole numbers, fractions, and

decimals using 44:, and 1p .

Summing more than two addends with

two and threedigit numbers.
Adding or subtracting any threedigit
numbers with more Chan one regrouping.,

Adding numbers in the thousands
and hundred thousands.

Creating and solving word prdblems in
volviog addition, subtraction, multi
plication, and. division with regrouping.

Estimating sums or differences.

using three.digit numbers.
Using multiplication as a check or

division.

Solving word problems involving
time, mone', fractions, decimals,

and. graphs.
Using c Amating as a check for no

plication, division, addition, and

subtraction.

,Solving problems 'involving adding,

subtracting, multiplying and dividing

using grouping symbols.
:lultiplying or dividing a fourdigit

number by a onedigit number with

regrouping.

Finding the missing factor in a basic

multiplication fact. .

Finding a fractional part of a number by

divid4 the denominator and multiplying
by the numerator.

Estimating products in multiplying

or dividing of larger numbers.
Multiplying or dividing by a twodigit

number with regrouping.

Reducing fractions to lowest terms.
Adding or subtracting fraCtions having

like and unlike denominators.
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GRADE FOUR

Changing a :raetion to a mixed number

and Vice versa.
Vi.nding a fractional part of a number by divid-

LUW, the denominator and multiplying by the nu-

me.:'atoe.

Uritiug and readingdecimals to tenths
and. hundredths.

Adding or ,subtracting decimals with regrouping.

Telting time to the half hour, quarter
hour, minute, and second.

l'ighing masses in grams and kilograms;, iden-

tifying gram, centigram, milligram, deCigram,

and kilogram.
:.leasuring liquids in milliliters and

Liters.
Reading distances in meters, kilometers, deci-

meters, centimeters, and millimetors.

Finding the area; or a region; volume

of a rct(7 LangoLli- prism.
Using a Celsius L, state Lreet'ing

and boiling points of w.i:er, and body tempera

jure.
1deotifyins4 nod measuring metric.units

i'or volume, weight, .distance, and temperature.
1:easuring$ and drawing segments in inches, 1/2

inches; 1/4 inches, and 1/8 inches.

Tdentifying and drawing segments and
lines of symmetry.

Identifying cube, rectangular prism, sphere,
cylinder, cone, and pyramid.

fdentirltiru; congruent figures.
identifying rays, parallel and intersecting
lines, angles and right angles.

Using a compass and measuring parts
of a circle.

Locating points on .a grid with number pairs.

Finding the mean, modian, and nixie

of a set of numbers.
.

Solving problems using statistical information,

distance charts, maps, etc.
Developing wccncept of central ten-
dency.through real-life and self-
determined problems. For example,

understandingderii)ed from "usually"

Wllat.do you "usually" eat. for breakfast?

How decided?

115
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BASIC FACTS

Reading and writing numbers it the billions.
Rounding numbers to the nearest ten, hundred,,thousand,

pillion, and billion.
e

Changing standard numerals to Roman numerals

and vice versa.
Solving word problems involving subtraction, addition,

multiplication, and division.

Finding multiples of a number, common multiples

of two numbers, and the least common multiple

of two numbers.
Multiplying a large number by a three-digit number,

multiplying by ten and one hundred, multiplying by

multiples of ten and onP. hundred.

Finding factors of a number, finding Common

factors of two numbers and finding the

greatest common factor of two numbers.
Dividing three- and four-digit numbers of one-digit

numbers when regrouping is involved.

Dividing a number by a fraction by

multiplying by the reciprocal. _

Dividing by a two-digit'number when the basic multi-

plication facts for the divisor are given.

'Checking division by using multiplication.
Solving word problems involving averages and fractions.

Computing averages to the nearest

whole number.

Adding or subtracting fractions with

unlike denominators.
Multiplying a whole number by a fraction by dividing

and then multiplying.

'..lultiplying a fraction by a fraction..
Dividing a number by a fraction by multiplying by the

reciprocal..

Changing fractions.to mixed numbers.
Writing whole and mixed numbers as/fractions.

Adding or subtracting mixed numbers.
Reading and writing decimals with tenths, hundredths,

and thousandths.

ROunding decimals to the nearest-whole number.
AcMing or subtracting decimals with regrouping.

Comparing and.ordering decimals.
Dividing or multiplying decimals by a whole number.

Estimating sums, differences, products,

quotients, decimals, time, and length.
Naming periods of time using days, hours, minutes,

seconds.
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GRADE FIVE

Finding perimeter of polygons.
Measuring lengths with millimeters, centi-
meters, meters, kilometers.

Using the formula to find the volume
of rectangular solids.

Finding the are?iof squares, rectangles, and
triangles by counting and by computing.

Describe and draw a square metILL-
and square decimeter.

Measuring-liquid volumes with milliliters
and liters.

Comparing Celsius readings with
Fahrenheit, but no conversions.

Measuring weight with grams and kilograms.

feasuring lengths to the nearest

1/16 inch.
identifying plane figures and reviewing
geometric terminologyand notation (end
point, segment, side, vertex).

Pleasuring angles with a protractor.
Identifying angles asacute, right, or obtuse.

Identilving parallel. and perpendicular-

lines.
Making line, bar, dot, and circle graphs.

Locatir,g points on a grid given number

pairs..

Finding the cost of several items
when given multiple prices.

Identifying special triangles and quadri-
laterals (equilateral,isoSceles-, rhombus,
parallelogram, quadrilateral, trapezoid,
scalene). ,

a ng change using the count-back
met o

Finding the sale price, given the original
price and the discount as a fraction.

Computing sn -es tax.
Finding the amount of sales tax on a purchase,

tio wivords or
lasing a tax table.

Noming a ra
fractions:

Solving word problems involving purchases
q discounts.

Using fractions to name simp1NN
'probability results. .17



BAS IC FACTS

Converting from one metric unit of length

to another metric unit of length, .

Stating that a metric ton equals one thousand

kilograms.

Defining the arc, hectare; square
centimeter, square meter.

Multiplying by multiples of ten, one hundred,

and one thousand.

Checking adding and subtracting by

estimation.
Multiplying by three and fourdigit numbers.

Identifying prime numbers.
Estimating the product of any two whole numbers.

Identifying composite numbers.
Finding the greatest common factor of two whole

numbers.

Finding all factors of a given

whole number.
Dividing a whole number,up to five digits, by

a two or threedigit whole number given

appropriate multiplication fact;,

Finding the prime tactorizati6n
of a composite number.

Writing a percent for a ratio expressed as

hundredths.

Expressing a quotient as a mixed

number.
Determining when a mixed number quotient is an

appropriate answer for a realworld problem.

Multiplying'a fraction and a whole

number.
Using cancelling when multiplying fractions.

Dividing a number by a fraction.
Adding or subtracting mixed numbers with or with

out regrouping.

Writing a mixed number as a fraction.
Determining what information is-needed to solve

word problems.

Multiplying or dividing mixed numbers.
Determining which of two numbers, with up to

fourdigits to the right of the decimal, is

greater or less.

Rounding decimals to the nearest desig

nated tenth, hundredth, or thousandth.

18
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GRADE SIX

Multiplying decimals and rounding the
answer to the nearest tenth, hundredth,

or thousandth.

Solving word problems involving
decimals and fractions.

Changing a decimal to a fraction
and vice versa.

Dividing a decilmal by a decimal.

Writing a decimal as a percent.

Graphing number pairs on a
-,coodinate grid.

Giving the coo:dinat,- of points

on,a grid.

Adding and 'subtracting decimals with

regrouping.

Dividing a decimal number by a whole

number.

Multiplying or dividing decimals by ten,

one hundred, or one thousand.

Uriting a fraction as a decimal and as a

percent:

Calculating the approximate circumference
and area of a circle.

Estimating liquid volumes and estimating

weights

Estimating amounts on a bar graph.

Finding averages .of up to nine

whole numbers.

nultii)lying amounts of money.

Determining the surface area of a rectan- -

gular solid and the volume of rectangular

solid.

Soliring word problems involving charts and

tables, graphs, maps; and also averages,
ratios, percents, and integers.

Finding and applying a percent
of quantity,in practical situations.

Comparing the cost of buying on the:install-
ment.plan with the cost of buying for cash.

Using positive and negative numbers.
Filling out a check and computing a checking

account balance.

Adding, subtracting and comparing

'integers. Adding or subtracting hours, minutes and

seconds.
19
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